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TOWARD THE MISSISSIPPI

LEVEES WATCHED

was drowned near Tiptonville when
bin boat capsized.
Advices received ai Memphis this
atternoon say the main levee hat
ijiolvenamileand a half north of Gol
den Lake, Arkansas, about 50 miles
The water is
north
Memphis.
spreading over a wide area.
Forty-fivtownships will be partly
covered by water. Marked Tree, Ar
kansas, probably will be inundated
Warnings were flashed over the tele- SENATOR ROOT LEADS COHORTS
OF PRESIDENT IN NEW YORK
phone lines to all portions of the section affected, in the hope that the
CONVENTION
residents would seek high ground before the water reached them.
MURRAY BUTLER CHAIRMAN
Appeal for Aid Sent.
Charleston, Mo., April 9. Mayor DISTINGUISHED
MAKES
MAN
George C. Burns, of Charleston, today
OF BIG
OPENING
ADDRESS
sent additional appeals for aid for
STATE GATHERING
to state officials.
flood sufferers
a
suffered
great
Mississippi county
loss in livestock and growing crops
RESOLUTIONS
OVER
FIGHT
when the Mississippi river topped the
of the
80 miles of levees. Four-fiftcounty was submerged as were parts IF EXECUTIVE IS NOT ENDORSE D
of Scott, Pemiscot, Dunklin and New
RESOLUTION
WILL COME
Madrid counties.
FROM FLOOR
More than 1,000 persons are being
cared for at the Masonic temple, at
Rochester. N. Y., April 9. Wheth
the court house and in private homes.
er
New York state's four delegates at
Help, Mayor Burns says, is needed to
con
the refugees here largo to the republican national
feed and clothe
instructbe
shall
at
ventlon
Chicago
and at AnnlsUon and Kant Prairie.
ed for the renoiuiuation of President
Three negroes were drowned.
Taft was a question on which the
1,150 delegates to the republican state
Saskatoon Is Soaked.
convention were divided when the
With
the
9.
Saskatoon. Ark., April
first day's session began today.
wharves,
waterworks
submerged
United States Senator Elihu Root is
houses and railway
bridges swept
leading the forces in favor of instrucaway by the Saskatchewan river, a tions, while State Chairman William
large portion of the city resembled a Barnes, Jr., believes an unlnstrucied
lake today. Many buildings are in
delegation would be the wiser course,
danger. So rapid was the rise of the inasmuch as it is conceded that the
stream last night that those living
delegation will be favorable to the re
along tn Bho were caught unawares. nomination of the president,
Within ft few bOltfS a total rise of IS
President Taft, in a long distance
feet had been recorded.
telephone conversation with Chairman Barnes, is understood to have
Flood Warnings Bent Out.
said that either an uninstruoted or an
Sioux
City, la., April 9. Flood instructed delegation would be agree
warnings were sent today to all able to him, inasmuch as practically
towns on the Missouri river between all the delegates were for him.
Chairman Barnes told conferes that
Sioux City and Yankton, S. D., the
river has risen 7.1 feet since Sunday it looked like a fight on Ihe conver.
and is now at the 15.6 stage. At tion for tomorrow if an agreement
Perre, S. D-- the river still is rising could not be reached in committee
and the lower part of Fort Pierre is tonight. The selection of Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler as temporary chair
inundated.
man was ratified by the convention
and Dr. Putler was escorted to the
speaker's platform amid a round of
THE
RESEATS
HOUSE
applause and addressed the conven
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SECRETARY
WEDS ROOSEVELT'S
Toronto, Ont April . The wed
Prim
ding of Mlu Dorm Augutt
daughter of Mr and Mr Frederick
,

A Prims, of this city, sad Prank
Harper, private secretary to Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt, took place this
afternoon in St. Thomas' church. The
ceremony was followed by a lame reception at the home of the bride'
liarents.

OF SUFFERERS

MagiU has made nis
a
as
progressive.
fight
Jsmes Hamilton Lewis, of Chicago,
is the sole candidate on the democrat
ticket for the United States senate.
Because of the many names on the
ticket the voting was slow and fewer
votes were recorded in the city and
country districts In the- early hours
than is usual. Fair weather brought
out the voters in the country districts
and campaign managers predicted an
unprecedented vote.
The election is important nationally
for the reason that it Is the first time
a preferential vote has ever been cast
for president, preference will be
shown only among the republicans
and democrats. The names of President Taft, Theodore Roosevelt and
Robert M. La Follette appeared on
the republican bafllot and those of
Champ Clark and Woodrow Wilson
on the democratic. Republicans, democrats, socialists and prohlbitonists
win nominate by direct vote complete state, congressional, legislative
and county tickets.
A preferential vote Is also being
taken for United States senator
among the republicans and .l.nocrats.
Four names appear on the republican
ballot and onlp one on the democratic.
In Chicago, by special arrangement,
the voters may express their views
as to whether womans' suffrage
should prevail.
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WOOL

There was a mod
Boston, Apr!
of trading In the
volume
erately heavy
wool market but week Price changes
were small. Territory wools generally were steady while domestic fleeces
were steady and
and pulled iool
are
Mills
working steadily on
firm.
Initial orders and a good heavyweight
season appears to be In prospect
Asking prices on the new clip In the
west are comparatively hlrh.
9
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CITY EDITION.

ON TICKET
the Republican state convention ta MANY CANDIDATES
coe
to
the Chicago
select delegates
ventlon, the Taft administration will VOTERS TODAY WILL NAME PREF.
be represented on the speakers' list
PRE8IDENT.
FOR
ERENCE
by Secretary of Commerce and Labor
AND SENATORS.
Nagel. Former Senator Albert J.
as
the
will
of Indiana
appear
chief spokesman for the Roosevelt A
CAST
IS
HEAVY VOTE
candidacy.
FAIR

Job Stick to

"

foMowing and

NOTABLES AT BAY CITY.
Bay City. Mich., April 9. At the
McKlnley dub banquet, which Is to b
given here tomorrow night on the eve
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SUPPORTERS OF RIVAL OFFICE
SEEKERS CAUSE MUCH INTEREST IN OUTCOME.

MADERO HOPEFUL
OF BETTER

LOCK
TO UNITED
NEWS
STATES THAT MEXICAN SITUATION IS BETTER

CONVEYS

ARE

TROOPS
GENERAL
BATTLE

SENT

NORTH

GIVE
HUERTA WILL
TO REBELS WITH

LARGE

COLUMN

STEAL
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FUNDS

EMPLOYES OF MEXICAN CENTRAL

WITH 40,000
PESOS

GET AWAY

New York, April 9. A telegram re
Illinois clti- ceived here today from J. Sanchex
to :mt
Azcona, private secretary to Presiter
the most raomeutous
their ballots
Madero of Mexico, by Captain S.
dent
shifted from Memphis to Vicksburg
U:e
seen
ever
contest
in
primary
24
G.
Chief
hours.
in the last
anxiety
Hopkins, an agent and personal
state. For the first time a dire',
of the Mexican president reads:
centers at points between here and
friend
of preference for a presidenSituation is rapidly growing bet
the Modoc breaks south of the Tential candidate on the republican and
mmu
nessee line. Federal Engineer Wooddemocratic tickets is possible to ibe SOUTH CAROLINA RED MEN MEET ter, uenerai nuena nas gone
to
to
battle
a
column
with
give
ruff, in charge of the situation, delarge
voters, and supporters of President
S. C, April 9. Royally
Gaffney,
remain
there
of
Morelos
In
a
final
dykes
the rebels.
inspection
MINERS' DOUBLE CRIME.
parted for
Tall, Colonel Roosevelt and Senator welcomed by the citizens of Gaffney
small bodies of bandits. Some
that must stand the brunt of the treWebb City. Ho., April 9 Ray Tur La roll en, republicans;
and of and the local members of their order only
three
fired
mendous tide rushing down from the
of
the
Zapatistas have fled to Puebla,
a
today
miner,
early
pin.
Chump Clark and Woodrow WUson, the Red Men of South Carolina met where
Mcnorth.
Mrs.
of
they are being pursued by GenMay
bullets Into the body
dttuocrats, were busy with the open- here today in their annual state conSierra. Puebla has been
Rohlas
eral
was
Thousands of workmen labored by
Infatuated,
whom
he
with
Coy,
ing: of the polls.
ference, which is scheduled to last pacified. Perez Castro, has been
moon and lafltem HfElrt along the leand then cut her throst with a rasor.
In the republican party the vote by two days
vee stretches, last night and today the
After killing the woman, Turpin fired
districts will control
congressional
offi"The forces of Orozco are lacking
a bullet into his own head and used
$g$lt continued, A levee board
to
the
of
the
complexion
delegates
ammunition and are trying to keep
would
in
cial today declared the dykes
the razor to sliah his throat, causing th' national convention except for MINERS MAY MODERATE
exwhat
and
water
of
52
they have got."
Jealfeet
to
hold up
dying.
tch he
wounds from
who will be sethe delegates-at-larg- e
went
highwater
if
the
that
act.
plained
ously prompted the
lected by the state convention. The THEIR WAGE DEMANDS
Arms Going Through
er an overflow might be expected at
democratic delegates will be selectWashington, D. C, April 9
several points hut that this would
ed by that party's state convention.
The exceptions to the American
amount to a gradual rise in the lowadis
vote
The
proclamation forbidding the exportaLIKELY
presidential
preference
WORKER8
ANTHRACITE
tidal
lands instead of a tremendous
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
mortion of war material into the southern a
visory and carried with it only
TO RETURN TO WORK ON
sweep experienced in some of the
al
republic, which, proclamation in bein;SCALE.
SATISFACTORY
obligation.
flooded districts north of Memphis.
appllett only to the rebels, lncmde si
In' Nexi to the presidential! vote, the
Senate:
9.
machine guns with 220,000 pounds of
no
Aptil
9.
Washington.
New York,
Although
April
gubernatorial nomination in both the
Dyke Holding Firm.
barrels, and belts,
session
p. m.
Tenn., April 9. Dikes
Memphis,
great parties is the center of Interest formal meeting of the anthracite oal ammunition, spare
fin
told
with
254,000
cartridges, so
Broussard
rifles
was
800
Representative
On the republican side there are operators'
committee of ten
guarding thousands of fertile acres
would
loading
ance committee United State
of Arkansas and Mississippi land
eight candidates, Governor Deneen scheduled for today, representatives revolvers and four cartridge
an Industrial
if fre, sugar bill be
addition,
In
machines.
here
$150,000,000
conferred
lose
of
Mississipthe
tide
flood
of
At.
the
operators
gtate.B
leading
against
was permitted to receive If
came a law.
torney Way man of Chicago: Former as to their attitude tomorrow, when concern
pi river held firm today. But where;
BOO cases of dynamite.
noon.
at
Met
of
water
the
of
House:
the
meet
will
Governor Richard Yates, State Sena they
representatives
the tremendous pressure
President Taft today authorized the
Continued debate on Indian appro tor W. C. Jones, State Senator C. F. miners in conference at Philadelphia.
was exerted against the embankment
tion.
bill.
modifications
breaches
shipment into Mexico of several conSUSPENDED MEMBERS The committee on resolutions will priation
at the bends in the river,
Hkirlburgh, of Gsflesburg: (John J
They expected that
charging
Lindbrrg,
miners'
signments of munitions of war for the
of
the
the
In
made
would
long
J.
be
imminent.
of
Representative
McCan then
Brown,
seemed
Vandalla, and
not only draft the platform but will
are
inarmy of President Madero.
demands for a 20 per cent
Davis of Springfield.
stretches of Yazoo and Delta territory
determine the personnel of the "big Wall street and corporations
TAKING
trust
to
investigation.
BRIBE
the
of
OP
money
all
MEN ACCUSED
night
thousands of men Jabored
In the gubernatorial fight among crease In wages, recognition
four" and is expected to settle the controlling
evMEMChasing Robber Bands
ARE AGAIN DECLARED
Senator Introduced resolution to compel
strengthen the levees. In vilages and
the republicans the Issue is defined hnlon, reduction of the working) day
question of instructions.
to
dtscolse
El
Tex., April 9. Somewhere
Paso,
house
LEGISLATURE
the
of
BERS OF
from nine to eight hours and other
Root. Chairman Barnes, William Ber ery member
on farms in the threatened territory
by some as Lo rimer and
of
30 miles southwest
affiliahills
In
the
and
of
the
corporation
A.
Arkan
business
his
rl of Brooklyn and Speaker Edwin
in north Missislppi and north
Governor Deneen's followers have minor charges. Representatives
Mexican
of
a
i
Juarez
party
today
no
Santa Fe, N. M April
Merritt, .Ir., of the state assembly tions
sas the people are ready for flight.
contended that a vote for anyone but operators said there had been - Central
employes who are trying to
wildest eon were
Agricultural committee concluded the governor is, in effect, a vote in change from their original attitude respoken of as the
prominently
The task of caring for the flood vie yesterday atternon, amid
vot
save
40,000
pesos of railroad funds
the bouse
hearing grain Interests on bill to pro favor of the Lorimer forces, who have Igarding recognition of the miners un
tims is proving a serious problem. Ti e fusion and excitement,
likely delegates to Chicago.
The money was serebels.
the
from
J.
P.
futures
at ed to reseat Manuel Cordovia,
ion.
If a resolution instructing for Pres hlblt speculation and grain
of Small.
endorsed
the
greater number have sought refuge
candidacy
cured at Chihuahua by Engineer Ro
interests.
For- Lucero, Luis Montoya and Julian T' ;
jdent Taft ,B not agI.ee(j upon by the and began hearing cotto.i
Hickman, Ky., Tiptonville, Tenn.,
and
Hurl
Jones
Senators
States
mero, Conductor Zanari and Stenoand colnmlttee on resolutions," said Sam
Conference in Kansas City.
rest City and Helena and here. In jillo, the four members arrested
their
conducted
have
campaign
Morales, all former employes
burgh
a
on
charge f!uei s Koenig, chairman of the New
Kansas City, Mo., April 9. Repre- grapher
fair grounds suspended last month
Memphis the
States Attorney
as "progressives."
F. R. Westrup, who retired as suof
and
resoop
bribes.
miners
a
coal
sentatives of the
York county committee, "such
ovMfOMEN
have been converted into a rented soliciting
Waym an has carried his canvass erators of Missouri, Kansas, Arkin perintendent when the rebels took
is
The resolution passed March 19, 1Ilion wlll
introduced on the floor
of
trio
The
week.
neither
city and the Associated Charities
last
and
road
state
er the
spared
through the
suspending them, was rescinded and!Qf the conventi0n." If the question
sas and Okflahoma today resumed the
ad-and
an
directing relief measures.
state
secured
nor
engine
the
men
Lorimer
the
are exnelled by a two is taken to the convention floor, Sento negotiate a employes
At Hickman approximately 2.5C0 until thev
CARRY ELECTIONS ministration in his criticisms. The Joint conference called
box cars to balance the train,
a
of the membership of the ator Root is expeoted to make
vote
two
next
thirds
years. It enough
mntrnct
tbe
for
Capcain
for.
cared
persons are being
north last night. Fearing
and
name
Lorimer
started
trail
of
and
haa house, they are entitled to vote, draw speech urging an instructed delega
was believed the conference would be to enter Juarez, they abandoned their
offices
state
Logan ot the United States army,
the
runs
mer
throughout
other
their pay nad exercise all the
tion for President Taft.
in session several days.
charge of the situation. The ciewtrain at Salamayuca this morning, 3l
SUFFRAGE DOES NOT SEEM TO ind Into the list of candidates for
and emoluments pcrtainln-,- '
privileges
Amphisteamer
States
IN
of the United
down
DIFFERENCE
miles south of Juarez, and made for
ANY
MAKE
the
and
assembly
general
to the office of a member of the
har
the
Memphis
in
anchored
POLL8.
trite,
the hills to the west, evidently hoping
RESULT8 AT
to precinct committeemen, of whom
NEGRO IS LYNCHED
in good;
of representatives
r as- house
DROWN to reach El Paso by a circuitous route.
PEOPLE
MANY
bor, has received instructions
4
9.
Thomas
elected.
to
be
260 are
Shreveport, La., April
standing.
sist in rescuing flood victims. One of- To one man alone Is this result a'-- j Miles ,a negro 29 years old, was
The regular passenger train arrivSan Francisco, April 9 Town elee
side the fight
democratic
On
the
to
"VyaCalifornia
yea
the Amphitrite's boats went
Morning from Jimenez
throurfiout
RIVER
ing this
cen
IN THE NILE
tributable and that man is Speaker lynched near here today, wnen ui tlons held
remum
65 American refugees from
as
tne
noke today to bring, here a party
riddled
with
been
It
brought
had
found
re
was
prohibition
terday,
body
tral committee, which forces, characat R. L. Baca. In accomplishing that
of Issue and with women voting for the
Parral, the scene of the recent fightported marooned aboard a raft
group
terised as the Hearst-Harriso- n
suit the speaker did things to par wuh bullets. Miles was accused
general,
COLLIDES
of
the
most
townships,
STEAMER
white
a
in
ing In which the federal
to
EXCURSION
Wyanoke, Ark.
time
girl
first
law and precedent that having written letters
in Chicago and throughout the state
persons, liamentary
was worsted. At ChiVESSEL
was
In
Villa,
a
Pancho
More than a thousand
ANOTHER
when
he
resulted
victory
WITH
was
the
fact
lacking
but
apparently
are
proof
men,
as the
seeking
are at haffle description,
will
huahua fhey were subjected to a rig
WITH FATAL RESULT
nearly half of them refugees,
mains that he got away with it, and arraigned in court yesterday and he the "wets," although the margin
to wrest control from ietienal Com
below
Tipstow,
orous search.
Many of them were
been
have
Rldgely, Tenn., nine miles
Returns
dismissed
small
in
this
be
story, jwas
that is the chief item
Mltteeman Roger C. Sulllvsn.
The
meat.
of which was taken
all
A
on
9.
num:
mail,
without
large
carrying
tonville,
Cairo, Egypt, April
but of the 36 towns reporting
The Anal result was like a sndden
faction In genera)
inThe
21 voted
with
the statement that
test
drowned
were
them,
from
houses there are no longer
of
and
today.
ber
passengers
liquor question early
of
vlap of thunder. In a dear sky,
the
ts
candidacy
supporting
y
is In the mail
houses
mail
exfor
Nile
a
"the place
habitable and the
by the sinking of
"wet" and 15 "dry-i P'ot'on to adtourn had been put and WHO'S YOUR DANKER?
Clark and opposed to them are evening
Champ
with
collision
elections
car."
a
The remainder of the
the
of
crowded.
after
cursion steamer,
A peculiar feature
and the members were disn
with- parried,
the followers of Governor Woodrow another eteamer in the vicinity of the Among thoe searched was George
was the atUtude ot the feminine vot urn..
before half of them realized
community is out on a hillside
mihArnnlnrlAl tirht in
persing
Thn
-- of Chihuahua,
LINDDUROH INQUIRES ers toward those of their own sex
out shelter. The stock is without
great dam on the river about 15 Drake, a contractor
what had happened.
tne democratic party is oeiweeu dou miles to the northwest of Cairo and a who carried a bundle of official reIn
almost
with
offices
around
The house had fiddled
who sought public
county; few miles from Kalyub. Fifteen bo ports from nerican Consul Letches
on
beat- - F. Caldwen, of Sangamon
Provisions will have to be loaded
every Instance the women were
parliamentary questions all the af
Alschuler of Aurora Edward dies have so far been recovered.
to the state
Samuel
REPRESENTATIVE
MINNESOTA
at CHhuaM"" add'M-?sereach
Ridge
to
to
the
launches
skiffs and
ternoon, without ever getting
aitnougn in ssasv
fn.
of
These
Chicago,
PERTINformer
mayor
r.
Wsshlnsrton.
Dunne,
at
on
COLLEAGUES
or
ASKS
seven
eight main question. A motion to delay ac,
department
The steamer had 300 passengers
than half the total vote
CU Ida l mn
ly. A current running
of New Ien- were
Dickson,
F.
taiten
and
George
the
oi
ENT
QUESTION
others,
like
to
inencountered
taken
who
letters,
had
advantage
board
tion on the two reports of the
miles an hour must be
At Redding women are reported
one man, a Mexnox.
rebels.
the
town
Only
make
to
the
the
"wet"
Easter
trip
by
ot
the
holiday
until
of
the
behalf
copies
relieving
and the task
vestigating committee,
have worked in
Each county and district has minor to the river dam. On the return voy- ican, was removed from the train. He
Washington, April 9. A charge that cause, which triumphed.
will be perilous. Two steamboats of the evidence could be printed and
contests in addition to the general age up stream and not far from the had a thousand pesos on his person
Wall street and the big corporations
Women candidates for office were
have reached Tiptonville with pro- copies distributed, had been put and
,,,
.
u
kminn
"mnnpv
offices. dam the excursion boat collided with and the charge was made that It beuviwo
suffercarried by a small majority. This was arc cororoiuug iuo
at Redlands and Los fight over the more Important
successful
visions. At Bass Landing, 33
not
byl
was made today
A
on United States another steamer and sank almost im- longed to a security company.
admittedly a victory for the organ! trust" inquiry
former city. James F An advisory vote
ers without shoes were picked up.
of Minnesojl Gatos. At the
Is
Lindbergh
tied
raft
a
also
on
up In the pri- mediately.
Senator
Representative
were
who
treasurer.
children
trying
zation
two
republicans,
city
Mrs. Baker and
whio.h Wheat was
resolution
a
in
Zapata Takes Towr
On
All on board were thrown into the
the
or
republican side Senarefuge to unseat the men. They knew they ta, republican,
Miss Lenore Bajlou. and st mary.
made of logs, their place
of river but many lives were saved by
Mexico City, April 9. Jojutte, in
near had a majority but not the necessary would compel every member to dis- defeating
a
representative
tor
Cullom,
rescued
candi
long
were
for three days,
af- Los Gatos Rev. Ell Winning,
been taken
hi Illinois In the uper bouse, faces the the vessel with which the excursion the state of Morelos, has
and it was vital to them to close his business and corporation
date for town clerk, did not belie
Cherokee, Tenn.
house
Bmiliano Zapathe
under
of
member
rebels
Each
Y.
Another
1,000
Sher
passenger
collided.
filiations.
by
out
Lawrence
boat
life.
motion
for
of
posthis
M.
When
time.
Fur
the
fight
v M..H.. Mr. Rubv
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Whooping cough has broken
holdto a report received
was carried it seemed that would have to file his own hank
nromlnentiv man, former speaker of the general steamer and several boats from shore ta, according
fibred
i
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ITIM.il.
among the children of the refugees ponement
UWV1W"
Names
his
Federal
and
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troops are said to bo
tihose
fmtly.
rescue
and
up
the
here.
to
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Senator
hastened
won
State
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a big point.
In tbe cities of south assembly, and
elections
the
at Tiptonville. Two negro children they had
would
in
so
do
to
counter
hi
attack and a severe
failed
the
a
making
are active candidates against many of those struggling
At this juncture, however, Major of members who
children
ern California. In most instances they Maglll
have died and several white
record
Is
In
a
congressional
proceeding.
be
fight
publlsed
"
criticn.1
alm
"
.ii.mil
7
were defeated.
in the courthouse are in a
"blacklist."
(Oontlnuef on Page Five)
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FULL REPORT OF HOUSE

I

tion Acaaio Gallegos woula speak on
the needs of the educational system I
of New Mexico, in the nail of repre- I
sentatives on Tuesday evening.
Adjourned to 11 a. m. Tueesiiay.
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THE LEGISLATURE

INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

I
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Speaker Baca was in the chair when
the house met.
The ojerk read in full a number of
resolutions and bills which had been
passed at previous sessions, but,
which had to be read before the
speaker signed them.
A message from the governor an
nounced that he had signed House
Joint Resolution No. 11, authorizing
the governor to extend an invitation
to C. O. collier to address the house.
Senate Bill No. 32, an act authorizing and directing the treasurer of the
state of New Mexico to transfer certain funds to the legislative fund.
Also
Senate Substitute for House
ways.
Lieutenant Governor E. C de Baca Bill No. 6, an act fixing the time for
presented a communication from Wil- the holding of court In the Third juliam H. Andrews on the senatorial sit- dicial district
A request by J. W. Norment for the
uation. It recommended a senatorial
hall
of representatives
for Friday
preference primary. On motion of
to
hold
a
memorial
service
evening
It
was
to
referred
committhe
Barth,
tee on privileges and elections amid for the 111th anniversary of the birth
of Thomas Jefferson, was granted.
applause.
from
McCoy presented a petition
TRY SONS FOR MURDER.
the citizens of Luna county, asking
Bloomfield, Ind., April 9. The case
inof
red
the
for the passage
light
of Ray Stibbens and Siater Edward
junction measure. Referred to the
committee on Judiciary on motion of Stibbens, charged with the murder of
their father, George W. Stibbens, a
Holt.
Knox county farmer, was called for
Senate Bill No. 62 was introduced
trial here today before Judge Charles
for
It makes provision
by Pankey.
E. Henderson. The case was brought
traveling school libraries and a pro- here on a
change of venue from Knox
fessional librarian to have charge of
The trial, which will probcounty.
them. Referred to committee on juably consume the rest of the week,
diciary.
will be conducted by James M. Hud
inThe following other bills were
son, prosecuting
attorney for this
troduced:
the
and
defense
will be repie-sentecounty
Senate Bill No. 83 by Barth, an act
of Indianapolis.
by
Inman,
Eph
on
providing for an advisory primary
W. Stibbens, who was one
the senatorships, Including the term of George
the
land owners of Knox
largest
Referred to committee
1913 to 1919.
county, was found dead in his barnon judiciary over protest of Barth.
after dark, on the night
Senate Bill No. 64 by Evans, an yard shortly
of November 17, 1911, with a bullet
Referact to prohibit prize fighting.
hole through his head. Certain cirred to committee on judiciary.
cumstances led to the arrest of EdHouse bill No. 65 by Holt, an act
ward, and three days later his broththe
determine
to
making provisions
er Ray was arrested, and both were
boundary between Texas and New
charged with the murder of their
Mexico.
father. It is alleged that the young
an
No.
Bill
Senate
66, by HlnWe,
men had been on unfriendly terms
act to regulate the use of artesian
with their father for some time. Miss
wells and storage reservoirs to preNell Stibbens, their sister, has faithvent waste of waters. Referred to
fully stood by them since their arcommittee on water rights.
rest.
Barth asked unanimous consent to
have letter of William H. Andrews reHONOR FOR DUBUQUE PRIEST.
ferred to committee on judiciary inDubuque, la., April 9. The Investistead of committee on privileges and ture of Rev. George W. Heer, pastor
elections. So ordered.
of St. Mary's church, with the tltje
The judiciary committee reported of
prothonotary apostolic, recently bejjjenate Rill Xn 26. topay court offi stowed upon him by Pope Pius X.
cials in tne geventn district, witn took place today and was attended
amendments.
with elaborate ceremonies in which
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill many
prelates and priests of the RomNo. 17, prohibiting the use of coman Catholic chudch took part Incimon drinking cups, introduced by Pan-ke- dental to the
investiture, which conwas passed.
sisted in the giving of the mitre, the
Calvin B. Brown of the Panama-Pacifipectoral cross and the ring, a sermon
exposition of San Francisco appropriate to the occasion was
being in town, Holt asked that the preached by Archbishop Keane.
resolution passed authorizing the governor to appoint a commission of five
TEXAS LUMBERMEN MEET.
to visit San Diego to pick out a site
Port Worth, Texas, April 9. Nearly
for a New Mexico building, be re- one thousand delegates and visitors
called, so that it may be changed to are attending the annual convention
Include a visit to San Francisco. of the Texas Lumbermen's association
Barth objected because the governor which met In this city today for a
bad already signed the resolution. He three-dasession.
was informed that It was the informal
request of Governor McDonald that
the resolution he recalled and amendSanta Fe, N. M., April a. In addi-toito the consideration of the report of the house bribery investigating committee the state legislature
transacted business yesterday as follows:
Senate.
Holt presented a memorial from a
mass meeting of citizens of Dona
Ana county asking for the completion of Camino del Real, a bond issue
for good roads, a state highway commission and other things recommended in the Good Roads association resolutions adopted last week. Referred
to the committee on roads and high-
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Santa Fe, N. M April 9- .- Follow monyl Nor does .Tudae Fall corrob
Tells How She Keeps Her
ing are the. majority and minority re- orate this statement of Baca.
Health
ports of the house Investigating com- shown by the testimony of Senator
Happiness For
mittee which examined Into the Holt. (See Holt's testimony page 13.)
Those Who Take
charges preferred against four of the Judge Fall told Holt, that Ura callHer Advice.
ed him just outBlde the door and Bald,
legislators for bribe taking:
The De Baca Report
"Judge do you know what these men
Mr. Speaker:
Scottville, Mich. " I want to tell you
are driving at? They want money for
Tour special committee appointed their votes." This would indicate how much good Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- ecableCompound and
to investigate the bribery charges plainly that neither Slontoya nor any
Sanative Wash have
the accused mentioned money
against J. P. Lucero, Luis R. Montoya, one
done me. I live on a
Julian Trajillo, and Manuel Cordova m tae presence of Judge Fall,
i arm sjid have worked
of this house most respect- - withstanding Elfego Baca's state-fullvery hard. I am
forty-fiv- e
years old,
report, that immediately upon ment t0 the contrary,
and am the mother
the appointmen of this committee an-- , k jb tnle that the witness Baca tes
of thirteen children.
der the resolutions of the house we tjflt.(i to cerxain other facts reflecting
Many people think
entered upon the Investigation of fhejon tne acoused.but this committee Is
it strange that I am
charges named. The taing of teati- unwiling to say that they, ttat
not broken down
in the case covered a period of CUB6ai are guilty of soliciting bribes
with hard work and
the care of my fam
several days.
of
upon the unsupported statement
The committee was represented by Baca especially when a material part ily, but I tell them of my good friend,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComJudge E. R. Wright as Its counsel and of ni8 statement Is contradicted,
and
there will be no backpound,
W.
Prtchard and, Tne statements and explanations ache and that down
the Honorable 0.
pains for them if
bearing
Honorable B. M. Read appeared before ma(e by the accuaed members seem they will take it as I have. I am scarcely
the committee for the accused.
far more reasonable and truthful than ever without it in the house.
As will be seen by the testimony, those of the witness Baca.
"I will say also that 1 think there is
wmcn we suDmit Herewith aa a pan; Thi committee is of the belief that no better medicine to be found for young
My eldest daughter has taken
of this report, we went into every the accused have been made the vic- girls.
Comphase of the question presented to tims of a conspiracy against them, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
and irregularfor
periods
pound
painful
considnot
the committee. We
only
that they were inveigled to room U ity, and it has helped her.
ered the question of the innocence or of the Palace hotel on the night of the
"I am always ready and willing to
the guilt of the accused, bat we took 18th of March by the witness Bad. speak
a good word for Lydia E. Pinkup the question of the alleged plot and in furtherance of that conspiracy. ham's Vegetable Compound. I tell every
conspiracy against them, and also the They were evidently invited there one I meet that I owe my health and
question as to whether the privileges pursuant to the plan that had been happiness to your wonderful medicine."
Mrs. J. G. Johnson, Scottville, Mich.,
and prerogatives of this house have agreed upon by those in the
secret, R.F.D. 3.
been Interfered with by another in advance.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Combranch of this government In the manWe do not find from the testimony pound, made from native roots and
herbs,
of
ner
the arrest and the imprison- that the accused solicited
any money contains no narcotics or harmful drugs,
ment and detention of the accused from the witness Baca, in that
holds
the record of being the
room, and today
members.
nor do we find that they promised to most successful remedy for woman's ills
known.
Under the resolution creating this vote for any
particular candidate for
committee there were four charges United States senator for
money re
preferred against the accused mem- ceived in that room,
the ef the facts of this case requiring the
despite
bers. One of the charges was for ac- fort of Baoa to make it so
expulsion of J. P. Lucero, Luis R.
aiear.
cepting a bribe and three of the
We believe that the accused mem- Montoya, Julian Trujillo and Manuel
charges were for soliciting bribes for bers were led into a trap for the
Cordova, as members of this house.
their votes for United States senator.
The Rogers Report
of driving them out of this
After the testimony was all in the house, either
To the House of Representatives
by resignation, or exState of New Mexico:
charge for soliciting bribes from div- pulsion, that the scheme was content
ers persons, was dropped, as there plated for several
the undersigned, W. H. ChrisWe,
days prior to the
was no proof to sustain that charge 18th of
M.
Hugh
March, that in support of this man, Charles P. Downs,
This left three charges to be con- conclusion
W. E. Rogers, S. J. Smith, OsGage,
resignations had been pre
sidered by the committee.
car T. Toombs, and James V. Tully.
Pared for thees men to
sign before
This inquiry arises under article 4, they were
members of your committee
majority
invited into room 44 The
section 39 of the constitution of this secrecy with
which the business was appointed under resolution of the
state which reads as follows: Any carried on makes
on the 19th day of March, 1&&
It apparent to this house
member of the legislature who shall committee that
to investigate the charges against Mathe action taken by
vote or use his influence for or against those In
the scheme was inspired by nuel Cordova, J. P. Ducero, Luis R.
in
in
either house
any matter pending
a desire to get these
Montoya and Julian Trujillo of acceptmembers out of
consideration of any money, thing ol the
a
legislature,
for the reason tw ing bribe and soliciting a bribe, beg
value, or promise thereof shall be. they could not be
leave to report, that after several
controlled by those
deemed QUtlty of bribery, and auy
spent in taking testimony, ami
-,g
control
n,cq
them in the days
member of the legislature or other matter of
all the tf timonv. of whleh
for
voting
United
States oaf it. bom
peraonwhn shall directly or Indirec- senator.
sustaining and refuting
tly offer, give or promise any money,
The methods adopted by those in said charges, in the presence of said
thing of value, privilege or personal the combination
can not be too strong-l- respondents, and hearing the testiadvantage, to any member of the legof respondents themselves, ascondemned.
The
manner in whicn mony
islature to Influence him lo vote or the arrest
sisted
the Hon. Edward R. Wright,
hy
of these men was effected,
work for or against any matter pend-i- the
as inquisitor, and the respondents rep
of
taking
them to Jail and the
either house; or any member of
Placing of them in confinement with- resented by able counsel, the Hon.
the legislature who shall solicit from
George W. Prichard and the Hon. Benout, a complaint
against,
them, and jamin M. Read and after
any person or corporation any money,
hearing the
without a warrant showed plainly the
thing of value or personal advantage
said counsel do find
of
arguments
for his vote or influence aa such mem-lie- r object that their accusers had in view from the evidence the said Manuel
The conduct of the jailer who refused
shall be deemed guilty of solicitaCordova, J. P. Lucero. Luis R. Men
to deliver the accused to the
sergeant toya and Julian Trujillo guilty of sotion of bribery.
of arms under the
authority of thij
In order to constitute the offense of
house cannot be too strongly censur- liciting a bribe and guilty of acceptbribery under the above provision of ed.
a bribe as charged.
Such conduct directly reflects u ing
the constitution, at. least two things
submitted this April
Respectfully
must occur viz: The acceptance of a on the dignity and the independence 8. 1912.
consideration to vote for or against a of this body and it is for the house
W. H. CHRISMAN,
mater pending in (he house and the itself to consider what action it
CHARLES P. DOWNS,
should take regarding the conduct of
voting for or against such matter as
HUGH M. GAGE,
t!te
individuals herein referred to.
agreed upon. The evidence does not
W. E. ROGERS,
Your committee upon the wholn
show that either of these things ocS. J. SMITH,
curred in this case, and hence no ac case finds:
OSCAR T. TOOMBS,
1.
That the proof in this case doe
ceptance of a bribe has been proved
JAMES V. TULLY.
This leaves to be considered the two not show the accused to be guilty of
charges of soliiciting a bribe. If the accepting a bribe for their votes for
acoused are to be round guilty of so- the office of United States senator, PURITY FEDERATION CAMPAIGN.
liciting bribes, it must be on the un- or for any other purpose.
Toronto, Ont., April 9. The World s
2.
That the proof in this case is not Purity Federation's international cam
corroborated statement of the witness Elfego Baca. The other wit- sufficient, to warrant the committee paign in the interest of social
purity
nesses in the case against the accus- in finding the accused or any of them opened here today in the most auspicof
bribes
guilty
as
soliciting
ed simply repeated what Baca said
charged ious manner. The band of eathntt-asti- c
lo them about them soliciting money. against them.
workers, which includes the Rev
:i.
That the accused
have been T. Albert Moore, of
It appears that the witness Baca conToronto, J Krnn
tradicts himself as to what was said made the victims of a combination by Chase.of Boston; Ernest A. Bell, of
which
was
it
expected they would be Chicago; Mrs. Kate
by the accused on the 16th day of
Walker, of BarMarch in room 59 of the Palace hotel compelled to resign their seats In this ren, Wash.; Anthony Comstock, of
or
be
house
He tells this committee that the ao
expelled therefrom.
New York; Mrs. Carroll, wife of Gov4.
That those in the combination
cused memBer Montoya said: "I want
ernor Carroll, of Iowa; the Rev. J. W.
to state for myself, I want to help and conspiracy against the accused Alkens, of
Toronto; James H. Patwhoever helps me," then the witness were led to take the course they did ten, of
W. L. Clark, of
Washington;
asked him "What do you mean, do because of the fact that they were
Ont., and B. S. Stead
Leamington,
you mean to say you want money?" imposed upon by Elfego Baca and they well, of La Crosse, Wis., succeeded
la
then .he says Montoya answered did not believe that they would be
Interest
for
the
awakening
powerful
to
able
control the votes of the ac"That is what I mean," and then
cused for at least one United States fight of the Purity Federation against
Judge Fall excused himself and went
the white slave traffic and met with
i
out, (See page 4 of Baca's testimony.) senator.
That the methods adopted for the encouraging success tn tn!s city. From
This Is not the story that Baca told
arrest
and the imprisonment of the here the workers start on their tour
J. D. Sena, if the latter Is to be bellev-ewhich will take them to Ottawa, Mon(See page IMS of Sena's teeti- - accused without a complaint being treal, Quebec, St. John, Halifax and
filed against them and without warSydney, Canada, and the following
rant are condemned by this house.
Healthful Hospitality
5. That we regard said arrest and American cities: Boston, Providence,
Elbert Hubbard has defined true hos- imprisonment of the accused and the Hartford, New York, Scranton. PhilaAtlantic City, Baltimore,
pitality as "the gentle art of making refusal to permit the sergeant of delphia.
folks feel good," and the shortest road arms of this house to take into cus- Washington, Charlotte, Spartanburg
to a man's heart being through his stom- tody said members under the circum- and Ashevllle, N. C, Tampa, Bristol,
ach he argues that hospitality consists stances named as a
violative of the Knoxville and Chattanooga, Montgomlargely in providing palatable, wholeof
this
house
under the ery, Ala., and Louisville, Ky, where
prerogatives
ed
food. To
some, digestible,
contsitulion
of this state, which may the campaign will end in May.
this end, the shortening medium used
plays no small part. Cottolene makes call for further action by the house.
food that accords with all the principles
Under the above conclusions and
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
of hospitality. It makes things crisp,
the committee submits, the Take LAXATIVE
tROM0 Qulnln-Tableshort and palatable, and wholesome and finding
and asks ita
Food cooked with following resolution,
nourishing as well.
Druggists refund money M
I
Cottolent makes you feel good and adoption:
falls to (W E. W. GROVE'S s'r
makes you keep on feeling good.
Resolved, That there is nothing in nsT'irp Is on eH-- i box. 25c
.
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YOU CAN SEE

"SPRING" IN

EVERY LINE OF THESE WAISTS.
We haven't attempted to feature any one line, but all sorts
are amply represented. Chiffon and Messaline are the leaders
among silk waists, while white waists are heie in a profuse array,

comprising an endless variety of models and styles. Every taste
preference will be easily suited in this splendid gathering.
Surely your Spring wardrobe demands many new waists, so you
cannot help but be interested in this comprehensive assemblage.
Rs sure to come while the showing is at its best and newest.
An excellent variety of dainty Lingerie waists in all the ojwest
models, at only
Stm7B to $5.00
Many other styles at
Attractive Sillc waists in a variety of styles,

$125

$300

Other Models

at-

$3.80 to $10.00

-

Laa Vedis'Loadino Store

.J&o$efmffil& fs Son,
Established

South SideRa st

1862

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS' VEGAS OPTIC

COLONIST RATES
TO

PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,

AND INTERMF

$25.00

SAN FRANCISCO

MATES.

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE,

For Further Information Call on or Write

Mil
lyO

D. L. BATCHELOR

agent

y

ed.

Senate Joint Memorial No. 4, by
Evans, asking congress for the passage of the parcel's post, measure,-wareferred to the committee on judiciary.
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 4,
Inviting Calvin S. Drown, commissioner of the Panama and Pacific exposition at San Francisco to address a
public meeting on Monday evening at
7:30 o'clock, was carried.
Barth brought up the matter of a
printing contract and a discussion ensued In which Mabry and Bowman
took part.
Sulzer Introduced Senate Bill No.
67, to repeal the publication law of
s

1909.

Walton introduced Senate Bill No
to reimburse Grant and Sierra
counties for interest paid on certain
68,

bonds.

Senate Bill No. 69, by Holt, relating
to civil practices.
The committee on executive appointments reported in favor of confirming M. W. Browne, Charles Ilfeild,
F. E. Olney and Eugenio Romero aiid
in favor of rejecting J. W. Veeder, lis
nominees of Governor W. C. McDon
old for trustees of the New Mexico
Normal university of East Las Vegns.
A motion of Barth to confirm Veeder was lost by a vote of 13 to g,
The others were confirmed.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 18 was
recalled and referred to the judiciary
committee for amendment so as to
Include the San Francisco exposition
with the San Diego exposition in the
visit 61 the commission to be appointed by Governor McDonald.
Announcement, was made that former Superintendent of Public Instruc

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at atake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods; because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

g

ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
and the
NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 13th.

y

c
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Always Pays lo Buy Advertised Goods
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PARIS BEER
HALL

A

CAPABLE

;

FOUND
LIFE OF ABJECT
COMPOSER

AFTER A

SQUALOR.
Paris, April 9. Are you getting
along in years and have you made a
failure of your life? Have the beautiful dreams of your youth dissolved
like a mirage, leaving you plodding

along over the barren wastes of "a
certain age?"
If you are one of this class do not.
despair. There Is a lesson for you in
this romance of a poor musician, who,
in his fifties, after 30 years of struggle and sacrifice, nad given up, of an
artist who had patiently turned his
face on everything that is beautiful
and bent his back to tho task of keeping the wolf away from the door behind which a wife and several children found shelter.
Picture a tiny side street in Colom-sea suburb of Paris; a small cottage with closed blinds; a gardenette
d
at the back,
by clotheslines, from which fluttered a week's
wash; an atmosphere gray and sad.
It is the home of Ernest Fanelii and
his family.
Life of Tambourine! Player.
One knocks at the door; a little
girt answers his daughter and one
finds oneself in a tiny room with
faded red paper on the wall. Tn
gray pot an artificial plant struggles
in vain against time and dust Two
chairs and a rickety piano complete
the furnishings.
These are the things the messenger
from the famous Colonne orchestra
saw when he went to summon M. Fan-ell- l
to tell him that the "maltre,"
Gabriel Pierne, wished to see him.
These are the things that Fanelii,
and tambourine
the poor
cafe orchestra,
an
of
player
left, behind him to go and hear that
he was "made," that he had "arrived,"
that at last he was famous, that he
need not copy music afll day and play
the triangle and tambourine all night
cabaret in order to
is a smoke-chokefrom
starving.
keep his family
Fanelii they call him "Maitre"
Fanelii now was a poor boy with
musical ambitions. He clerked in a
bank for money enough to go to the
of music, and
French conservatory
while he clerked he took piano lessons at night. He managed to stick
at the conservatory two years, then,
with a wife, babies and bad luck, he
had to let go. A partial stroke of paemralysis kept htm out of profitable
from
even
teaching
and
ployment,
music.
One side of his face today,
is drawn, slightly deforming his otherwise wholesome features.
Won All On Last Appeal.
Things went from bad to worse. Unable to manipulate the keys of a piano he managed to get a job at 30
francs a month ($6) in a tiny suburban theater. This he supplemented
tambouby "playing" the triangle and
rine in an all night cafe and copying
music by day. Resolved to redouble
his efforts, he. as a last resort, apCopealed to "Maitre" Pierne of the
music
copying. He
lonne orchestra for
of
little
getting any
had
hope
really
organizafamous
that
from
copying
ask
tion, but hunger forced him to
same.
the
just
was something in those
"There
said,
eyes," Maitre Pierne afterwards some"which drew me immediately;
face
thing in that half paralyzed
to
asked
So
he
which inspired pity.''
.
copy-inssee some specimens of Fanelli's
s,

criss-crosse-

tri-ang-

all-nig-

The young mother and many an
old one, too is often puzzled
tbe cause of her child's ill nature.
The loudness of its crying does not
necessarily indicate the seriousness
of lta trouble. It may have nothing
more the matter with It than a headache or a feeling of general dullness.
It cannot, of course, describe Its feelings, but as a preliminary measure
you are afe in trying a mild laxative.
Nine tines out of ten, you will find
it is ail the chilil needs, for its restlessness and peevishness are per
has due to obstruction of the bow-eland once that has been remedied
the headache, the sluggishness and
the 'mttkj other evidences of consuquickly
ltation and indigestion will
di sap pear.
Don't give the little one salts, cathartic pills or nasty waters, for these
will act as purgatives, and they are
too strong for a child. In the families
of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter, 1323 Spruce

the

(leader of

the

Colonne

orchestra scanned the music, an exhis
pression of wonder came into
face.
he ex"Wonderful- - Wonderful!"
claimed.
Fan"My copying is readable, sir,"
elii responded, a great hope swelling
within him.
"It's not the copying I mean," replied Pierne. "It's the music. WhOite
is it?"
"Mine, sir," said Fanelii. "I composed it 29 years ago."
Wept at Final Success.
The great orchestra bought his m isle and begian rehearsing it at once.
"Tableaux Symphonlque," it was called, from the "Romance of the Mummy," and so marvelous was the work,
so original, so full of heart and foul
and pathos that (there is Pierne's
word for it), the orchestra almos. to
a man, wept at the rehearsals. T'le
Musicians interrupted themselves and
the performance to shout bravos, to
embrace one another. And when Fan-elhimself was called in to hear the
final repetition before 4he public performance of his symphony, he sat
hack In the rear of the hall and cried.

St. Pueblo, Colo., and

Mrs. Ida A.

i$rln-ker- ,

765 So. Grant St, Denver, Colo.,
the only laxative given ia Dr. CaldIt has been
well's Syrup-Pepsifound to answer most perfectly all
the purposes of a laxative, and its
very mildness and freedom from grip
ing recommend it especially for tbe
use of children, women, and old folks
generally people who need a gent'e
bowel stimulant. Thousands of American families have been entbusiaatic
about it for more than a quarter cf
a century.
.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
cents or one dollar a large bottle
(family size) can have a sample bottle gent to the home free of charge
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald
well, 405 Washington, St.. Montleello,
111.
Your name and address on a

postal will do.
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HE

A
WEBSTER'S

WORE NO SET RULE FOR EXPORT BUSINESS

0L0

CONSTRUCTION

NEW

CONTINUES TO

INTERNATIONAL

GROW

THE MERR1AM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.

DICTIONARY

CLOTHES
UNTIL

'HftCS

FIRST

BECAME

SUL CONQUEROR CARED
TLE FOR DRESS

OF PLAYS
CON-

LIT-

TULLY

MARSHALL 18 INTEREST
ED IN NEW METHODS OF THE

UNITED

STATES

YEARLY

DRAMATIC WRITERS.

OF

AUTOS

AWAY

SENDS

LARGE

NUMBERS

AND FILM8.

Paris, April 9. So much interest Is
"What interests me more in the
Scores of aeroplanes, thousands of
2700 Pages.
still taken in every particular of the theater than anything else," says Tul-i- automobiles, and millions of feet ot
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
first Napoleon'B life and habits that
Marshall, who is playing the lead- motion picture film appear among the
half a million dollars.
Dr. Daymard has scored a great sucing male role in Marion Fairfax's articles forming the foreign trade of
Let us tell you about this most
cess with his lecture on the emperor's
play, "The Talker," now running at the United States for the c i Trent
remarkable single volume.
uniforms, the more so as he intro- J the Harris theater, New York, "is fiscal
The number of aero- Write for sample
year.
duced for the first time a veracious to watch the constant
pages, full par
changes being lanes Imported and exported ItUtBg
and Instructive record in tbe shape of made
ticulars, ess.
in
their
methods
fiscal
90
the
by playwrights
year which ends
days
Name this
the accounts of Chevalier, the tailor, of
constructing plays. It has onl hence will aggregate a
paper and
who long supplied the uniforms.
while
a
when
bacK
been
the valued at approximately a quarter of
short
we will
It Is a noteworthy fact that, until
rn
nod free
in order to
out a a million dollars. The number of auplaywright,
a set at
he became first consul. Napoleon went
had to follow certain aetinite tomobiles Imported and exported will
success,
Pocket
about in very shabby attire. He was
of
construction that admitted aggregate approximately 20 thousand,
rules
so poor that he could not afford to
of no deviation. If he showed the valued at about 25 million dollars.
be smart. Stendhal, for one wrote of
least bit of originality in t reatment or The motion picture films imported and
him:
H construction,
he laid himself open exported will amount to 75 million
"The appearance of General Bona-- l
to
attack.
feet In length, or sufficient to reach
C. MtrriaaC.
aite is not calculated to reassure me.
now realizing that more than half way-rouare
The
critics
the world.
and be
His soat U so threadbare,
Springfield,
Is no set rule for construction,
The large proportion of this trade, f
could hardly there
looks so mean, that
treatment
of a story can as to aeroplanes, automobiles, and moand
that
the
believe that he was a general."
change as well as the newspapers from tion picture films, occurs In exports. ported from the country are sent to
Baron Tain, again said of him:
"He is scarcely 25. He Is small and time to time change their method of The figures for the eight months end various countries In Europe North
nc t.
ing with February show the number America, South America, Asia and
slight. His face is thin and pale, and treating
I feel confident," says Mr. Mar of aeroplanes Imported as 13, valued Oceania; Great Britain and her coloof
sides
both
from
hair
descends
long
Lis forehead.
The rest of his hair, shall, "Hint it Is only the question ot at $48,633; the number of exports, 26, nies, being by far the largest customwhich Is innocent of powder, is gath- a little while before we shall see valued at $99,796, of which 19, valued ers. To the United Kingdom the
ered into a pigtail. The uniform of playwrights discarding aU set rules at $71,195, were of domestic manufac- eight months' exports aggregated
In the
valued at $2,988,146; to Canada.
general of brigade which he wears for constructing plays, and depend- ture. Automobiles Imported
has seen fire more than once, and ing entirely upon a plausible story, eight months ending with Februiry, 2,704, valued at $3,249,338; to Austrasmacks of the bivouac. The embroid told, In a straightforward manner, In 1912, aggregate 717, valued at $1,572,-37- lia and other British Oceania, 2,636,
this figure being exclusive of au valued at $2,536, valued at $2,253,547.
ery of his rank is represented in all language such as Is used by the
its military simplicity by a slik galon, masses. I base this prediction on tne tomobile parts, $212,192. The auto while there were also exported in tbe
fact that the public novel of the day mobiles exported aggregate 12,347, same period 243 machines to France,
There
which is called 'syteme.'
nothing imposing about him but the shows anything but literary polish, valued at $12,064,383, to which should 89 to Germany, 96 to Italy, 236 to
and such novels as give evidence of be added automobile tires, valued at Mexico! 195, to the West Indies, 1.050
fire in his glance."
It was from ithe time of the consu the genius displayed by famous writ- $1,641,373, and other automobile parts, to South America, and 611 to various
Of motion picture film countries In Asia and
late that Napoleon took to varying ers of the past, have a very limited $2,426,264.
other Oceania.
his uniform of general of division sale.
the Imports in the eight monthB agThe distribution
of exports and
with the uniform ot a colonel of chas
feet, valued at sources of imports of
"Cry as we will against the
gregated 8,978,284
aeroplanes and
of the theater, we $516,407, while the exports aggregatseurs a cheval of the guard, with
motion picture film are only avail.
green coat and scarlet facings, and must admit that unless there is a ed 49,672,781 feet, valued at $3,927,-097able for tbe six months ending vlth
that of a colonel of grenadiers with commercial guiding hand, the theater
December, 1911. Of the 16 aeroplanes
a blue coat. Chevalier charged 42 will starve, the actors go hungry, and
The growth In exports of aero
exported In that period, nine were
for the green coat, and $29 for the the playwrights refused a hearing, for planes, automobiles, and motion pic
sent to Canada, three to Brazil, twd
epaulettes; and it was the emperor's it takes the nimble dollar to keep the ture films has been especially rapid. to
Cuba, and one each to Jamaica
favorite wear on ordinary occasions wheels rolling.
The record of exports of aeroplanes and Australia. Of the 13
aeroplanes
The
at home and also in war time.
"The play of the future will be that and motion picture films only began
imported during that time, 12 were
blue coat, whioh cost a little more which shows us life as it really
comwith the present fiscal year, and
from France, and one from England.
was reserved for ceremonies and re
common, ordinary, proslac life, parisons by years are not, therefore, Of the 42 million
linear feet of mo
ceptions.
bereft of Utopian embellishments.
Of automobiles, however, tion
possible.
film
In the six
picture
exported
As for the equally famous grey ov
"We are beginning to realize that the record extends back to the fiscal mfcmths
TJecemr- -.
with
37
tending
but
Chevalier
his
asked
$40,
ercoat,
we want to see ourselves as others year 1902. Daring that period the ex million wore sen
three
successor, Lejeune, was content w,itbj gtje
want t0 nave the mirror ports have grown from $948,528 in million to Canada, iSJgtffel,
one
This Staving was much appre heled
$32.
so
that we can see with our 1902 to $17,594,336, in 1911 Inclusive each to France and Brazil, and smallup
ciated by Napoleon, who looked very own
eyes our weaknesses and such of automobile tires. For the fiscal er quantities to tire Philippine Incarefully into his persoal accounts. plays as will do this, are the ones year now approaching Its close he
lands, Australia, Japan, Newfound
The white waistcoat which his porwill carry out the purpose of the total exports of automobiles and land, Panama, Bermuda
that
and other
traits have rendered so familiar, and
and such productions will parts, wiU approximate, If not ex- countries. A large proportion of the
into which the emperor was in the theater,
combine the artistic and the com- ceed, 25 million dollars in value. In motion picture film exported, more
habit of introducing his right hand,
to all, and the meantime Imports of automobiles especially that to
European countries.
was of different materials, according mercial, giving pleasure
returns."
financial
with
have grown at a less rapid pace, from goes In form ready for exposures,
big
meeting
to season. The price of his hats,
r
1902 to
$550,000 in the fiscal ye-the United States being now the prin
which also are legendary and were
in 1911,and an Indicated cipal film manufacturing country of
$2,250,759
MARRIAGE.
was
and
by
supplied
$9.75,
Ponpart,
Atlanta, Ga., April 9. Many prom- total of approximately $2,500,000 in the world. That imported Is chiefl
it Is calculated that he wore out up
inent guests have arrived here from the fiscal year 1912. The Import fig- film which has been exposed, develward of 120 between 1800 and 1815.
other cities in the ure for 1912 la, In fact, much less oped and ready for exhibition. Of the
As a matter of fact, Bonaparte, in New York and
to
attend the wed- than that of the fiscal year 1907, six and one-hasouth
north
and
million feet importof
his
economical turn of mind
spite
5 million ed In the
six months referred to.
did not take care of his clothes. He ding tomorrow evening at the home when the total was nearly
a marked de three and
million were
spoiled many a pair of new boots by of C. T. Ladson on Peachtree road, dollars, thus indicating
A cline In recent years in importations,
and
Charles
Miss
one
of
ladson
from
million
the
Agnes
fire
with
France,
and
his
stirring
them,
habit of drying his pen on his white Dana, son of the late Charles A. though the growth in exportations from Italy, one million front England,
of a million
overalls was equally disastrous. Then Dana, of New York. Miss Agnes Lad-so- during the same period has been very
from Denhe would have a new pair of epal
is the eldest daughter of Charles large.
mark, and a quarter million feet from
ettes with every new coat.
T. Ladson, a prominent member of - The countries (supplying the Im- Germany; while small quantities were
There is rather an amusing side to the Atlanta bar. Mr. Dana, who is ports of automobiles Into the United brought from Japan, Mexico, Scot
Chevalier's bills. In the year 1806, a Columbia graduate and member of States are chiefly France, the United land, Canada, Panama, and the Phil
among other items, he charged $2.75 the New York assembly, met Miss Kingdom, Italy, and Germany. From ippines.
In Europe France, the eight months imports agfor the enlargement of
old cul Ladson while traveling
ottes. He asked $2 for putting backs five years ago. A few days after the gregated 263, valued at $647,292; from
ROOSEVELT IN PENNSYLVANIA.
to a couple of waistcoats to make wedding Mr. and Mrs. Dana will Btart the United Kingdom, 161. valued at
Pa., April 9. Begin
Pittsburgh,
them wider, and $6 for letting out for Europe on a wedding trip of sev- $337,854; from Germany, 107, valued ning with a speech In this city tothe front of a hunting coat. Nor does eral months' duration.
at $157,461: and from Italy, 96, val night, Colonel ' Roosevelt plans to
the list end here, as $19.20 had to be
The automobiles ex- - make a whirlwind tour of Pennsylva
ued at $209,036.
for
the
DIVIDED.
paid
"everyenlargement
MAINE REPUBLICANS
nia In an effort to secure as many as
where" of 24 old culottes.
Bangor, Me., April '9. Views expossible of the 64 del gates to the
Napoleon was growing stouter. This pressed by the delegates already on
republican national convention who
BAD
had come on him all at once, and it the field pressage a bitter contest in
will be selected In the state primaries
went on increasing with the march the
convention,
state
next Saturday. In addition to delivrepublican
of time. Even the coronation robe
which is to meet here tomorrow for
ering set speeches In Pittsburgh, Phil
had to be amplified. All this, how- the selection of delegates to the naadelphia and Scranton he will make
ever, is an eloquent illustration of tional convention at Chicago. Both Shellhorn
addresses In the
Suffered a Greal numerous car-enLady
the emperor's saving habits, as even
towns.
and
the Taft and RooBevelt factions are
cities
All
Now.
But
Is
large
Deal,
Right
old culottes were not discarded undesirous of victory 1n
til he had got all the wear out of them especially
Maine, because of the effect It may
Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
that he possibly could.
have upon the primaries and conven- place, Mrs. Carrie May says : "A short
tions to be held later in the other time ago, I commenced to have weak
MINNESOTA S. S. CONVENTION.
New
England states. Taft will have spells and headaches. I felt bad all
St. Paul, Minn., April 9. Many men
instructed del- the time, and soon grew so bad I
and women of wide prominence in the greater number of
but couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
convention,
Maine
the
in
Sunday school work were present to- egates
delAt last my husband got me a bottle
unlnstructed
of
day at the opening in this city of the the large number
of Cardul, and it helped me; so he got
to
predict
Impossible
It
h
annual convention of the egates makes
some more. After I had taken the
innesota Sunday school association. the result with certainty.
second bottle, I was entirely well.
I wish every lady, suffering from
very county of the state is represent
ed at the gathering, which will con- FEATHERWEIGHT TOURNAMENT womanly trouble, would try CarduL
Is the best medicine I know of. It
tinue its sessions until Friday.
April 9. The most It
New York,
did
me more good tnan anything I ever
promising item on the metropolitan used."
feathKATHARINE BAXTER MARRIES.
the
week
is
pugilistic bill this
Cardul Is a woman's tonic a
to
New York, April 9. Many guests
erweight elimination tournament
fined the Church of the Heavenly be staged at the Empire Athletic strengthening medicine for women,
When in need of Ice, phon
made from Ingredients that act speRest this afternoon for the wedding club tomorrow night. The card will
your
order; it wiU receive prom
on the womanly organs, and
bouts. One cifically
of Miss Katharine Baxter, daughter consist of two
tentlon
and you will know thai
conthus help to build up the womanly
of George W. Baxter of Knorv"le, a will bring together Tommy Houck of stitution to glowing good health.
are getting the best and purest 1
former governor of Tennessee and Philadelphia and Joe Coster of Brook
As a remedy for woman's Ills, It has the market We can't explain
in the feath- - a successful record of over 50
Russell Burrage, son of Albert C
but somehow or other our ice s
, two of the winners
years.
weeks
two
here
tournament
of
The
Boston.
Tour druggist sells It Please try It to last longer than other ice.
rage
wedding party
eight
N. B. Writ to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chitt-nco- f
us today for a trial order.
Included guests from Knoxville, Min- age Tne second oout m uue
Medicine Co., Cnattanooit.v Tenn..for Srwva
will show Johnny Dundee of this city IntUwti-mt- ,
Horn Treauaaat
book.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
and
neapolis, Buffalo, Boston and
tor Women." not la plain wriptet. ob raquait
Phone Main 227.
against Jimmy Walsh of Boston.
ft
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His life of hunger

and longing; nl
ambitions and playing triangles in n
cabaret; of love for his wife who
the washing to do; of a buoyant youth
all of it he lived over again. And
when the two hundred Instruments
og the orchestra, mostly violins, cellos,
flutes and harps, had come to a wh'p
pered finish, he simply rose, buried
his face on the shoulder of "Maine'1
Pierne and sobbed like a child.
The Colonne orchestra is to bring
out a suite of Fanelli's composition
now "Humoresk," "Impressions Pastorales," "Suite Rabelalslenne," "Carnival," etc., and Fanelii gets big money for letting it do it. The Colonne
probably is the greatest organization
of the kind In Europe, and for Fanelii his "luck" amounts to about the
same as that of a discouraged, no
longer youthful playwright who has
finally had several of his
plays produced by some famous manager, with great success.
America is to hear some of Fanelli's
symphonies, it Is said. France has pronounced them marvels and Fanelii
himself one of the greatest of modern
composers.
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What's The Matter NAPOLEON
With Your Baby? SHABBY,

SYMPHONY F ROM
A

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children, shou'.d never be without a box
of Mother Gray'3 Sweet Powders for

per is now included within s'tate line.
The possibilities for additions to the
number of states are Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto Rico and the Philippines, tut it
is predicted that it will be n long
time before any one of them will be

admitted to statehood.
The republican and democr,nlc national conventions are ah to hve
A republican
1,071 delegates.
and!
date is nominated by a Taio-itcf
the delegates. th
minee
will need only 588 vote.4.

e'emo-crati- c

national convention nominates
a president by a
vote,
clierefore the winner in the Baltimore
convention next June must secure
two-third- s

716 votes.

William Henry Harrison was the
oldest president at inauguration 68
years; Roosevelt was ithe youngest
42 years. Grant, Cleveland.
Pierce
and Polk passed their fiftieth birthday In office, Jackson retired within
day and Buchanan within 50 days
of 70 years. John Adams, who dlefl
in his ninety-firs- t
year, was the oldest
Governor Hooper of Tennessee recently appointed a commission of law
yers from republican and independent
democratic ranks to inform him what
authority and power he had In enforcing the prohibition laws. The verdict
was the governor was without autho
rlty. He could not remove derelict
officials, nor could he call out thn
militia except when requested by a
county sheriff.

Children, for use throughout the season
They break up colds, relieve
feverishness. constipation, teething
disorders, headache pnd stomach
"Used by mothers
for
troubles
CLAIMS VERMONT FOR TAFT.
caers. THESE POWDERS NEVER
Sold
FAIL.
by all drug stores,
Montpelier, Vt., Apdil 9. RepubliDon't
25c.
accept any substitute. can leaders who have
Algathered here
Sample mailed FREE. Address,
for tomorrow's state convention to selen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
lect the delegates-at-largto the Chicago convention agree that Taft is
likely to have "fair sailing," so far as
the Green Mountain state is concerned. At the same time the Taft sup
porters express surprise at the unexpected activity on the i:art of the
Roosevelt
forces. Until 10 days ago
Thjee candidates are in the field for there
to be little possibility
appeared
for
governomination
the democratic
that the Roosevelt sentiment in Vernor of Georgia this year.
mont would crystallize into anything
Max S. Hayes, editor of a Cleveland
like active opposition to the Taft
paper, may be the socialist candidate
movement.
Since then, however, the
for president of the United States.
Roosevelt
leaders
have been actively
that
Rep
Many politicians predict
lesentative William Sulzer will be the at work, their efforts being chiefly
next democratic nominee for governor concentrated in the Second district,
which elects its two delegates today.
of New York.
Iowa socialists have decided upon The First district, which meets toa complete state ticket for the com- day in Burlington, and the state coning election, headed by I S. McCrillis vention here tomorrow are generally
conceded to Taft.
of Des Moines for governor.
General Wilie Jones of Columbia
has decided to retire from the chairmanship of the democratic state committee of South Carolina, a post
which he has held for 20 years.
The delegates at large from Virginia
to the democratic national convention at Baltimore will be selected by
Health is the foundation of all good
a state convention to be held In Nor- looks. The wise woman realizes this
folk on May 23.
and takes precautions to preserve her
Joseph T. Robinson, who has re- health and strength through the peceived the democratic nomination for riod of child bearing. She remains a
governor of Arkansas, has represent- pretty mother by avoiding as far as
ed the Sixth Arkansas district in con- possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
gress for ten years.
Thomas B. Catron, one of the new may do through the use of Mother's
been so long
senators from New Mexico, served in Friend, a remedy that has
and accomplished so much
in
use,
the confederate army aa a captain, in
good, that it is in no sense an experihis early days in New Mexico was a ment, but a preparation which always
iaw partner of the late Senator Steph- produces the best results. It is for
en B. Elkins.
external application and so penetrating
Many close followers of the demo- in Its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
cratic presidential race are of the every muscle, nerve and tendon in
volved during the period before baby
opinion that the real strength of
comes. It aids nature by expandln
Harmon is not likely to be dis- the skin and tissues, relieves tende
closed until after the first ballot in ness and soreness, and perfectly pr
the Baltimore convention.
pares the system for natural and safe
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt is now motherhood. Mother's Friend has bee:
reputed to he a wealthy man. He hag used and endorsed by thousandsco:
never had extravagant tastes. He Is mothers, and Its use will prove a
fort and benefit
said to be today worth over $1,003,000, to any woman in
which represents his savings from the neeo. oi bucu a
.
offices he has held and the royalties remedy. Mother's
TLMMfW
Friend is sold at
on his books.
drug stores. Write for freebook toi
It will be a long time before the expectant
mothers, whicK contains
senate membership is increased, for much valuable Information.
all territory In the United States pro- - BBADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, C.
e
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southern cows and heifers 3.506;
native cows and heifers $3.5007.25;
TODAY'S MARKETS stockers and feeders $4.506.90;
4.50G.90; bolls 4.2S6; calves
$58.50; western steers 68; westNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ern cows $3.506.
New York, April 9. Specialties be
Hogs, receipts 14,000. Marhet 5 to
came prominent in the second hour 10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $7,600
in the stock market today. General
7.90; heavy $7.857.95; packers and
and Intetna- - batchers
Electric advanced 3
7.707.90; lights $7.40f?
ona Harvester 2V4- Rumors of an
7.70;
$5.756.70.
pigs
were circulated In conr r
, n r l,nuc lAill
C C T IIMUV ,.xtra dividend
Market 30
Sheep, receipts 13,000.
mw.I tlmfci
tcv,Lnnc9
with the former, while the cents
...in i i rn r iu ml V CI IOC nection
higher, active. Colorado lambs
familiar dissolution report was asso- 58.20; muttons
Entered at the postofflce at East
SHOOTING
$4.506.5; Iamb?
F ROM THE CAPITAL
rise.
with
the Harvester's
NEWS
ciated
transmisfor
New
Mexico,
Lm Vegas.
$6.6008.20; fed wethers and year4.1
lxusville and Nashville gained
,
fl
Innlr v i .... , iii.
sion through the United States mails
&!
nings $57.15; fed ewes 3.506.10.
.m.,i
isaiuagu, Ainu
Republic Iron and Steel common and
matter.
M second claas
Johnson-Flynmatch,
of
the
moter
respect- Santa Fe. N. X.. Avril 9. The roi- held a
preferred gained 2 and 2
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
long conference with the chain iveXy- to
dilpi!atee
Hw.n.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
said
Chicago,
April 9. Cattle, receipts
Johnson
and
tonight
run pion today,
The market was ait the best at 30000
Negro fwtitiotial Kdiicai unal
Market seady. Beeves $5.40
Dally, by Carrier:
agreed
.!
,..,. win herin its Independence day had been
noon, with especial strength in Union
I UO 'less Hi ni. rum-.
g 50. TexJUJ
8teerf)
Per Copy
M.505.90;
that the battleground
i..K.
whs announced bv !""
Pacific and the southern roads, while we8tern
16
stockers
I as
One Week
N. M. Curley
w ould
.5.406.85;
be
Vegas,
McDonald yesterday
m.ren states Bssei snoweo signs oi Qnd teeders
86 (Jovernor
cows and
One Month
he had not decid$4.256.60;
that
stated
tonight
Woo.!
A.
C.
another upward movement. Bonds heifers
Rev. J. H Davfu. Huron;
One Year
$2.603:70; calves $5.15
ed upon the site.
were steady.
W. H. Kerr, Santa Fe:
Raton:
ard.
Mali
8.50.
John
Dally by
conference
of
the
At
end
the
ParAn active buying movement
600 L. A. Anderson. Santa Fe; C. J.
One Year
Hogs, receipts 15,000. Market dull
son was convinced the mill would
Fe: H. J. Wilson. Santr
out in Reading which gave a
sons.
Snta
jr. cents lower.
Lights $7.457.87H;
ear
deaf
8ix Months
a
will
turn
and
take
place,
A. B.
tone to the whole market. The mixed
FV; T. O Mason, Albuquerqueheavy $7.60
$7.557.95;
to the offers of Tom O'Rourke, the
Osiar
Albuquerque,
copper producers' report for March, U 95; roUgh $7.60(8 7.70; pigs $5.
Montgomery.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and
Johnson
for
eastern
promoter,
a decrease of about 70,two -- 40.
Hudson. Las Vefraa; George Sraitn.
of
GROWER
$7.767.90
in New showing
Bell, Las Flynn to box ten rounds
Veflks;
Montgomery
in
200
K)untis
Ijm
suppies on nana, nan n0
14,000. Market stea-One Year
receipts
sheep
York.
1.00 Vegas; William Vaughn, Santa Fe.
advem,. effect rurtner improvement dy to Btrong
Native $4.506.50
Six Months
Although Curley has until May
School of Mines
was recorded by united states steei wgtern
$5.75
yearlings
$4.507;
the
of
site
fight,
to name i(he date and
(Cash In Advance for Mail SubscripAt ths annual meeting of the board
Reading. Union Pacific, Lolisvllle and - 2ft. lamha native $5,650)7.85: west
the
would
make
said
Johnson
Curley
tions)
Nashville and some of the specialties ern $6. 35 8. 30.
of regents, the following were
official announcement before that The market closed
Remit by draft, check or money
on the faculty of the New Mexico
strong.
E. A. time. Curley would neither affirm nor
order. If sent otherwise we will not School of Mines at Socorro:
last hour's business was unThe
NEW YORK METAL
.
that the mill would be held in
fea responsible for lose.
Drake, vresident; George L Kemmrr-er- deny
eventful, save for a rise in Louisville
New York. April 9. Silver 58
date
the
admit
B. Las Vegas, but he did
Ph. D., professor of chemistry
Specimen copies free on
and Nashville to 163 and Reading to Copper 15.5015.8?;
Tin 43.50
would be July 4, if held there or at
K. Coghlan, lurofaseor of civil .engiFinal prices were well up to 43.75; Lead 4.204.27.
166.
Mexico.
the best figures of the day.
neering; T. C. McKay, Ph., D., profes- Juarez,
Johnson expressed keen disappointILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT sor of mathematics; G. E. Anderson;
The last sales were as follows:
ST. LOUIS WOOL
ment over his inability to secure a
83
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
Copper
St. Ixuis, April 9 Wool; steady
Amalgamated
professor of geology and mineralogy;
Al
The
Palzer.
.
r
champion American ileet
,.rn match with
PAID FOR
128
Sugar
Territory and western mediums 16
uo e is ninue
109
Atchison
metallurgy; C. C. Smith, principal: sa d trio eastern
18: fine mediums 1 5 1 7 ; fine 1015.
order for him, and that he certainly Great Northern
135
Advertisers are guaranteed the Anne W. Fitch, registrar.
would stop him inside of ten rounds. New York Central
114H
Gates Convicted
NEW YORK MONEY
largest dally and weekly circulation
If Palzer wants to swap wallops with
Northwestern
in
13
min123
of any newspaper
It took a Socorro jury only
Pacific
Northern
New York, April 9. ICall money Y
him the match would have to take
New Mexico.
utes to docid that John
166,: fa
Mexlcai
prime paper
iAbor day, as Johnson Reading
115
whose real name Is Ivory Eraser, vas place before
Pacific
Southern
dolars 47 cents.
in
in
his
TELEPHONES
175
of the murder of Depuv Sher was even more firm today
Union racific
Main 2 guilty
2.
BTJSTNE88 OFFICE
Will Smith. Gates tention to retire on September
and
Hall
Tom
724
lffs
MEN
Steel
States
United
LIFE INSURANCE
Main 9
O'Rourke and Palzer today went to United Slates Steel,
NEW8 DEPARTMENT
113
was a member of the Greer gang ho
pfd
The National Life U. S. A., is mak
where the fighter opened
engaged in the fatal fight at Adobe. Milwaukee,
Ing the most liberal commission con
week's
tonight. The
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1912.
engagement
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Ranches last November. He was torn
tract on the market; exclusive terri
St. Paul, Minn.,
near San Antonio, Texas, and is 27 boxer then will go to
Kansas City, April 9. Cattle, re- tory to producers; our new policies
and gradually work his way to the
v A,,.llk'
years old. Although sentence has not
ceipts 7,000, Including 300 southerns; cannot be equaled. Address Lewis B
coast, where he will start training for market steady. Native steers $6.25
the
since
Is
It
expected,
been passed
Seward, State Manager, Tres Piedras
20 round bout with Wells, the
southern steers
verdict was first degree mti'.der, thai hia
N .M.
5.807.60;
8.50;
will
Englishman, on July 4, If Wells
Gates will hang for the crime.
meet Promoter Graney's offer.
Federal Court
at
The federal court met yesterday
COPPER STOCK DECREASED
the federal building with Judge Wll
New
York, April 9. The statement
11am H. Pope on the bench and Hat
of
the
copper producers' association
Milford
ry Lee, clerk, in attendance.
shows a decrease of stock3
R. Nicholson of Potrilo, Guadalupe for March
of
on
hand
572,443 pounds, compared
I
county was appointed a United States
month.
with
the
previous
wtui
nerrera
tUl)! FRA.UD1 FRAUD! commissioner. Anares
month was
the
for
Production
arraigned oh three Indictments, using
iacretH'? nf 9,658.-99aa
peends,
to
embezzlement
pay debts,
gHnjou the Roosevelt boom stamps
domestic deliveries 67,487,466,
ife now trying to discredit every and making false returns. He pleaded
of 11,259,098; foreign
an
increase
i
rterrera
at
is postmaster
nvention and primary whose action not guilty,
of
if
in not in harmony with the "voice Guique, Santa
Harold delivery 58,779,566, a decrease
Fe county.
jHM
126,267,-03deliveries
and
total
368,630,
of the people'' as expressed by the Reed was arraigned for destroying let
i
an Increase of 6,890,568.
contents. He
"seven little governors," says the ters and embezzling
Kansas City Journal. According to plead guilty and was sentenced to pay
the president hasn't a fine of $300 and to Imprisonment WICKERSHAM DECLARES
y these partisans
'a single honestly chosen delegate to for nine months. The Imprisonment
the Chicago convention. At first the part of the sentence was suspended
HE HAS HAD ENOUGH
sfiteen of the Roosevelt shouters was on good behavior. Reed lives in Clay
ventd on state conventions. They ton.
Indian Test Case
GENERAL DOES NOT
ATTORNEY
declared that no state convention
An
test
case
effecting
interesting
CARE TO SUCCEED HIMSELF
oonld be honest. But when the OkIN OFFICE
lahoma state
convention elected the Pueblo Indians' right of suffrage
was filed with the clerk of the federal
Rjoosevelt delegates. It was pointed to
9. Attorney
April
as the rare and radiant exception to court by Francis Wilson, attorney for
Washington,
the rule. When various states began the Indians. The sheriff of McKinlev General Wiokersham will not serve in
to hold primaries and it was discov- county, R. L. Roberts of Fore Wingate the cabinet after March 4 next if
it was
ered that Taft was the favorite can- is made the defendant la the caso President Taft is
in which it is alleged that Gregory said
author
today upon unquestioned
didate in many of these primaries,
then the Roosevelt partisans declared Page of Gallup, acting as deputy ity. Mr. Wickersham entered the cab
sheriff refused the ballot of Charles inet with a distinct
understanding
'
JH
that the primaries which showed this
Kie, a Laguna Indian, In the recent that he would not serve more than
preference were Illegal and "wicked
city election in Gallup. Charles Kle four years, It was declared. It was
farces."
is said to be a man of over average also said President
Taft and Mr.
Today Taft has nearly 300 in- intelligence, is a car
for Wickersham were in thorough accord
inspector
structed delegates to the Chicago the A. T. and S. F. R. R. and a
anti-truprop as to the administration's
convention. The combined oposltlon
erty owner in the city of Gallup
announcement
and
that
policy
today's
aB many.
has only about
was without political significance.
But in almost every Instance where
Dr.
a convention or a primary has failed WEST SIDE SITE FOR
MINNESOTA 8. S. CONVENTION.
to Indorse Roosevelt it has been
St. Paul, Minn., April 9. Many men
branded as a fraud. It must be plain
and women df wide prominence in
FEDERAL
BUILDING
to every citizen that the Roosevelt
Sunday school work were present tocampaign has degenerated Into a
day at the opening in this city of the
mere rough and tumble fight for of- FERGUSSON WOULD PUT $180,000
h
annual convention of the
STRUCTURE IN TOWN OF
fice. The promised stampede haB nevMinnesota Sunday school association.
LAS VEGAS.
er started. The prospect of certain
Every county of the state is representdefeat has brought demoralization to
ed at the gathering, which will conCongressman H. B. Fergusson has tinue its sessions until
the Roosevelt forces. They are disFriday.
couraged and bitter, crying "fraud introduced in the house of representa
and corruption" in their rage. Even tives a bill providing for the approCROP CONDITIONS ARE GOOD.
to this part of the country where the priation of several thousand dollars
Washington, April 9. The April
fldlculons postcard ballots "showed" a site and the erection of a federal
crop
report of the department of agtliat the sentiment was "eight to one building in the town of Las Vegas. riculture issued at 3 p. m. today estifor Roosevelt," It appears that the Over a year ago former Delegate Wil- mated the condition of winter wheat
Roosevelt voters are only timid molly- liam II. Andrews secured the
at 80.6 percent of a normal. There
of several thousand dollars was a decline In condition from Decoddles, the eight permitting themselves to be Intimidated and outvoted for the purchase of a site for a fed- cember 1, 1911, to April 1, 1912, of
eral building on the West side. Comby the one Taft supporter.
I per cent. Condition of rye 87.9 per
The fact is that Roosevelt is a mittees of the commercial bodies of cent of a normal.
mighty poor loser. Havtnfj been per- both city and town held a meeting
suaded that the country "demanded" and decided upon a location In the
If it may be termed a scieaee must
him, he Is now frantic to find that city of Las Vegas, near the center of
his
there Is no such demand, that
include a means of presenting the
population of the two communities.
Natural Food Wins
This action met the approval of the
popularity Is at a discount and that
proposition to the greatest number
the voters are repudiating him from people and action was taken toward
Vermont to California, The most des- having the appreciation onlarged and
of prospective buyers. To reach this
k
I
perate straggle is now going on In the measure changed so that the site
accorddesired couM be purchased. Now Mr.
Missouri and Kansas where,
Use
class in the southwest use the
ing to Hadley and Stubbs, the prairies Fergusson steps in and endeavors to
Ar "on fire" for him. It is ser have the building erected on the West
Grape-Nut- s
iously doubted if Roosevelt will get side. This probably is in gratitude
re
At
states.
vote
every
it
of
these
to
otther
East Las Vegas for the
echo-te- e
pjave him. last fall and an appreciaport of a Taft victory comes the
"There's a Reason"
cry of "fraud." That is about all tion of the majority the West side
can
say.
him.
boomers
Roosevelt
the
tf

Without further argument, and in fact
practically giving up the whole fight,
these disgruntled politicians confine
1879.
ESTABLISHED
themselves now to flaying the bahy
Publlthod By
act They are fairly screaming with
to
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
rage because "the people" refuse
dos-ea
half
by
(Incorporated)
be bound and delivered
Fraud!
Irresponsible governors.
EDITOR fraud! fraud!" The ears grow weary
M. M. PADGETT
of the wall.
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SEE ! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour iH
RMQULAR RETAIL VALUE. Sta.OO

Wepn.dseverfl

Jll 1!SJS'9S

cost of the
HnnllAmtAd
In
onanty ror lets man ik in any roi.au iani
ID manuiaumre r ami
nve
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'S Plour. Bend ns ...
cou pons and $3.w In cash, draft, postal or express money orucr, auu
re- senid you one of these beaotlful sets byttfrefirht. Address oonpons and
ttanee to The China Department of
Dlalnly.
dress
and
name
write
to
sore
Be
your
Hutchinson, Kansas.
The coupons In LARABEE'S Flour are also jrood for Rogers Silverware
and other ' aluable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, h that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight
GERM-

FOR
SALE
BY

ALL GROCERS
Like it.
Try a Sack You'll

LOOK AND READ!
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best N.w York
styles all the time.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

one-four- th

GEORGE GILBERT BANCROFT

..DUNCAN

OPERA

HOUSE..

April 11th.

fifty-fourt-

IN

H00D00S OR RIDDLES OF THE MIND
It Will Make YouiLaugh and Think

appro-priatol-

- - - 25c A 50c
CHILDREN HALJh PRICE

ADMISSION

n

The

Golden Health

didnU
1

Science of
Selling
B'arms

OITIC

WANT dpLUMNS

Attractive Tailored Suits,
Street and House Dresses, Evening Gowns

54.50 to $40.00
The Newest Style Creations in Footwear
$2.73 to $5.00

BACHARACH'S

cas

The PrescriptlOBlst

l

PERSONALS
Dr. .W. R. Tipton went to Watroue

this afternoon on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Gribble left last night
on train No. 2 for Charlotte, N. C.
Eugenlo Romero of Mora wag a
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday and today.
Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., went la
Raton (his afternoon on legal business.
W. J. Stehle of Albuquerque, arrived this afternoon from his home on
business.
Miss Bessie Tipton of Shoemaker
was a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday
and today.
Mrs. S. E. Tipton and Miss KrIk
Devine of Watrous arrived last nigh!
from their home.
L. A. Peck of Albuquerque, representing Heinz Pickles, came in from
the Duke City this afternoon.
C. J. Dean, supervisor of the Reli
came in last
ance Insurance-company- ,
night from Denver on business.
Joseph L. Matt, of the Tres Herma-ne- s
Copper mill, was in Las Vegaa
as yesterday and today on business.
Dr. W. E. Kaeser returned this afternoon on stub train. No. 10 from a
several days business trip to Santa
Fe.
Harry Hoskins, formerly of this
city, came in last night from Trinidad.
Mr. Hoskins is traveling out of that

who does the
mtjhlnfl the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
The man

whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Maiu

CO.

i

RECEIVED

JUST

it

t?

Ht

tt

Another line of new and

lty.
P. Doherty, of the Doherty Mercantile company of Folsoin, was in Las
Vegas yesterday and today on busi-

te

Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge, pon-

ness.
W. L. Devine and E. G. Naeglin
of Watrous came in last night from
their home to attend the K. of C.
dance at the Aromry.
W. P. Matchette, Santa Pe. division
freight agent with 'headquarters in
Trinidad, came in this afternoon from
Colorado on business.
W. J. Pitch of Warsaw, Ind., who
has been in Las Vegas the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Iewls, left this

gee, messaline, tissue, lawn
and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.

VEUAS DAILY OPTIC,

tween Pall and Andrews. Soma of
the Pall men assert that Andrews has
no show and that he U merely blocking the election of Judge Fad out of
a personal grudge. Andrew mea deny
such an imputation and assert that
Mr. Andrews wants a preferential primary and is willing to submit his
name to the voters of tne sta'.e. At
this time there is absolutely uo show
of voting fo senatorial elections and
there will be none so long as the present condition continues in the house.
Judge Fall is expected back at the
end of this week or early next week.
Solomon Luna, the national oomn.it-teemais expected here tomorrow
and it is believed if any one can restore order in the house he can do ii.
When the house met this morning
Mr. Blanchard attempted to have the
Journal changed so that a roll call
was aemanaea yesterday eveain tu
a motion to rescind the resoluti )a sus
pending the four members. Tho
speakers' band wagon, however, was
well oiled and the Journal was n.'t
changed. Major Llewellyn is clea'-ithe leader of the house voters anil he
has taken a determined stand against
what he terms interference by tho
bosses. He declares he will .ur
mit to any dictation .by the republican state organization.
s
The house this moiiln.;
bills
with
swamped
ranging from a
boxing law, a three cent raMroad faic,
new counties and similar problems, to
instisuch bills as a
tute Introduced by the spetlW to be
located at Santa Fe. The ho'is? als
promptly tabled a resolu.lon offe-e- d
by Mr. House to prevent considers ;.on
of county division measures at this
session. At a joint meeting of the
committees on printing a ontract
was let this morning to Albright and
Anderson of Albuquerque for tie
printing of bills.
w,-,-

STILL AFTER PACKERS
Trenton, N. J., April 9. Requisition papers for several beef packers
before purchasing elsewhere.
of Chicago, who were indicted in Hudson county recently for forming an
iTt
iml
lt aTt aTi Jit
a"
alleged combination in restraint
trade in connection with the cold storafternoon for his home.
age business, were turned over to the
P. W. Dent of El Paso, legal expert
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
attorney general's office today by Profor the reclomatlon service, arrived secutor Garven of Hudson
county for
last night from the Pass City on
The Popular Price Store.
inspection. Before Governor Wilsc-short business trip to Las Vegas.
askB for the extradition of the indictCharles Ilfeld will leave this even- ed men, a
104
Main
hearing will be given for
ing on train No. 2 for New York City which an application has been made.
from which place he will sail for
BASED ON IGNORANCE
Paris, France, to join Mrs. Ilfeld.
Mrs. John Joerns and mother, Mrs.
Washington, April 9. Representa
O'Brien, who have been In Las Vegas tive Broussard of Louisiana, a cane
for a hhort time visiting Mrs. D. .T. sugar sfa'te, testified before the senI Leahy, went to Raton this afternoon. ate finance committee today that the
A. Staab came In yesterday after- democratic house free sugar bill was
noon from his home in Santa Fe and based on ignorance. He contended
would lose
will be in Las Vegas several days that the United States
the guest of his daugjhter, Mrs. Max $l,r0,000,000 if the bill were enacted
He added that he knew that the bill
Nordhaus.
SHORT ORDERS
would not become a law and denounof
Houten
Mrs.
van
Mr.
J.
and
and
Raton, who have been in Las Vegas ced the agitation for it as a "criminal
REGULAR DINNERS
several days visiting Mrs. van Bout-en'- s speculation."
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wie-ganHEPNER & BARNES, Props.
BEACH IN LONDON.
went to Albuquerque this afterLondon,
rJSXSafUSWlaShWS1tsWs7WLS3UISA
April 9. Frededick O.
noon.
Beach, the Wall street broker, against
whom a warrant nas been issued in
Aiken, S. C, charging him with asHOUSE RESEATS THE
sault and battery with intent to kill
his wife, by slashing her throat, has
SUSPENDED MENDERS arrived in London with Mrs. CamilIN
la Beach. Mr. and Mrs. Beach, who
are staying at a leading hotel here,
(Continued Prom Page One)
have not left their apartments since
arrived. Mr. Beach declined to
Llewellyn made a motion that, pend they
be
interviewed
but told the Associat
of
on
the reports
ing the final action
the investigating committee, the sus- ed Press representative over the telewas "nothing in the
there
pension against the men be lifted, A phone
charges."
of
scramble
amendments,
general
Don't wait till these
points of order and substitutes folState's Aid Invoked.
lowed, until the major's motion got
Aiken, S. C, April 9. The aid of
lost in the shuffle. Out of the hubbub a motion by John Baron Burg, the state department will be invoked
of
Bernalillo county, to rescind the ac- to have arrested in Europe FrederAre Sold
tion of the house ,taken on March ick O. Beach of New York, whom a
19, was recognized . It had no proper warrant sworn out here yesterday
300 Paper Napkins
with slashing his wife's
25c
place before the house because Major charges
100 Crepe Paper Napkins ... 25c
throat
at
their winter home here
before
was
then
Llewellyn's motion
1 lb. Butter Moulds
25c
the body, but nevertheless it was re- several weeks ago, authorities said
Ladies' Auto Scarfs
25c
today. It was said the warrant
cognized.
4 Silk Hair Nets.....
25c
Mr. Catron, of Santa Fe county, against Mr. Beach would have been
Men's High Grade Suspenmoved to table the Burg resolution. sworn out long before it was had a
der
.20c
This motion was lost by the bare ma detective completed his investigatloa
Child's Kaiser Silk Gloves.. 25c
It is said the investigation was afjority of one. immediately upon the
25c
announcement of the vote, and with-ou- r ter the knife, a diamond studded one,
Crystal Vinegar Cruets
25c
had carJapanned Mail Boxes
giving anybody a chance to think, which, it is declared, Beach
'
Cloisonne Cuff Pins
. .25c
Speaker Baca put Mr. Burg's motion,, ried. The. finding u0f it With bloodS
Enamelled Preserving Kewithout tailing for the roll call put stains completed the case according
ttles
25c
it in such a hurried manner that few to the officials.
Extra Grade Clothes Brush-a- s
members knew what they were votaSc
MAINE REPUBLICANS
ing on, announced that the motion
DIVIDED.
had carried, recognized a motion to
Bangor, Me., ApriJ 9. Views exadjourn, put that and declared It car- pressed by the delegates already on
ried, and the trick was turned.
the field pressage a bitter contest in
5-10
As the result of the defection of the republican
state convention,
the house the senatorial
contest, which is to meet here tomorrow for
which the adhedents of Fall intended the selection of delegates to the nato precipitate is shelved at least tem- tional convention at Chicago. Both
porarily. Fafll's friends say that the the Taft and Roosevelt factions are
alliance of democrats, republican? especially desirous of victory In
ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
and progressives in the house cannot Maine, because of the effect it may
AT A SACRIFICE
No. 1816 Fifth street, 6 rooms and last, and they intend to force the re- have upon the primaries and conven
nmnnvn election of Judge Fall before the tions to be held later In the other
tn a hits mnn inarm
session is over.
New England states. Taft will have
The Andrews men declare that they the greater number of instructed del
now have the strength to prevent an egates in the Maine convention, bar
$3,200.
HE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY election at present and that they will the large number of unlnstructed d
CORPORATION.
fight against a joint session to the
makes it impossible to predict
last ditch. The contest is plainly be- - the result with certainty.
f
...

Don't fail to look at our line

Phone

J

Cafe De Luxe
The Best...

Big Gut

PR.ICES
BARGAINS

and 25c

STORE.
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

your OPTICAL work is
done at home 'you Bare time,
annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We makea study of yout comfort.
If your glasses annoy you call on
When

Crops Are Made More Sure and
Productive.

SET NEW STANDARD
THEIR EASTER OANCE AT THE
ARMORY LA8T NIGHT WA8
A MOST HAPPY EVENT.

It Has Been Found After Many Years
of Experience That There Is Much
It was the first dance after the
Money in Keeping 100 Hesd
Lenten season, the armory floor was
or So of Cattle.
in excellent condiUon, the music, furThe dry land farmer should raise nished by tie Slmson orchestra, was
live stock because feed crops are more ideal for dancing and with a large
sure and productive and at the same crowd to enjoy this combination of
time greatly reduce the cost of mar- condiUons the Easter ball of the
Las
keting the products of the farm. In Vegas CouncU of the
of
Co
Knights
and
stock
operamy farming
raising
lumbus last night was one of the livetions, I had for some years access
606 DOUGLAS AVE.
to free range, but the country in my liest and most enjoyable affairs of the
immediate vicinity was finally all set- past year. The music started shortly
tled upon and naturally I had to con- after 9 o clock and the clock had
fine myself to my own farm in my struck 2 before the strains
of "Home
stock raising operations, writes W. F.
Sweet Home" floated across the hall.
and
Field
in
Denver
the
Gardner,
DR. HOUF
Fully 150 couples were In at-- i
Farm. After having the free range to
myself for so long I, like many oth- tendance at the affair and the dance
ers in the west, thought I bad been wan Buccessiui ror me
as
put out of business by the new set well as a jolly affair for their guests.
Graduate Oculist
tiers, but how easy it is for a fellow This dance was the first in two
AND
to adjust himself to conditions, if he
months for the majority present last
will get bis head to work. After a
Optician
night and after a rest of this length
good many years' experience I find
of
the
su
time,
dancing spirit reigned
that there Is more money in keeping
one hundred head of better stock, bet- preme. Mrs. Ed O'Brien had put the
My Work is Guaranteed
ter fed and cared for, with a small per floor in condition for the event and
My
cent, of loss, than there was in keep- plate glass Is HtUe smoother and ice
ing the same number on the open little slicker than was the floor of
OFFICE 506J GRAND AVENUE.
range; and the more organic matter I the armory hst
night
have put Into my soil the more capaThe ore
too, had the spirit
ble it is for holding moisture and the
less tt Will suffer when drouth comes. and though it is a comparatively new
We of the west are in a position to organ!'- t'on, established a record .st
raise live stock more cheaply than the night thai will be hard to beat. The
farmers In the more humid sections 81ml son orchestra furnished the musof the country from the fact that our ic
for the governor's ball on Februsoil and climate are peculiarly adapted
9, and the E. Romero Hose and
ary
wonderful
to the raising of that most
Fire company's ball on February 22
forage plant, alfalfa, a nitrogen gathAND
and on both of these occasions won
erer and an enricher of the soil, a
bala
when
fed
corn,
with
and,
the approval of the dancers.
But
anced ration. Alfalfa la king in the last night it scored a real hit.
All
west and goes hand in hand with live of the latest
waltzes
music,
dreamy
stock. In many sections dairying is
and ragtime two steps made up tho
rapidly gaining on horticulture and Is
bringing in more money than any oth program. Twenty regular dances and
Will be
Held in
er Industry. The dairymen are con- two extras were played and to each
sidering the fertility of their soil, the it was necessary to play at least two
greatest asset remaining to the Amer- encores and occasionally three to
ican people. Probably the best reaenthusiastic crowd.
son for western farmers going into satisfy the
the
evening the Ladies' AlDuring
Sixth & Lincoln
the dairy business is the fact that
Impeople in a new country must accept tar society of the Church of the
a system of farming thai will bring maculate Conception served a light
ON
The lunch of delicious coffee, sandwiches
quick returns in actual 'casal
stock business will do this quicker and the kind pf doughnuts that moththan horticulture, especially dairying, er used to make.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
Many took advantage
because It takes from five to seven
reto
of
the
get
light
opportunity
bearto
APRIL
years
bring an orchard into
- IITH.
9TH, 10TH,
ing. To my mind, the best farmer and freshments.
A spring dance is an annual event
the one who will certainly succeed, is
he who keeps live stock. When the now with the Las Vegas Knights of
In these days of Pure Food Agitation, and considering the
horticulturist in the near future Is Columbus. "Better each year," is
high cost of living it is interesting to know that Quality is not
fertiliser to raise
buying
r i no to
motto acd tho
the same fruit-- 1n quimMty Jij qual- their
always indicated by the highest Price. The problems of the
forward to with great
ity that he raised when .the i,0j waa be looked
high Cost of living will be answered in a practical and instrucvirgin, the stockman'sffcrai win be as pleasure.
tive way at these schools. There will be no charge whatever.
fertile and more prodUwfe"tb'uu nen
he first turned the sod as nature left
You are cordially invited to come and bring your friends, have
Don't be surprised If you have an
this spring.
it. The man who goes Into a new and attack of rheumatism
a good time, learn some good things and have some good things
untried country, builds a home and Just rub the affected parts freely
to eat. A full size Cake given absolutely free each afternoon
it
Liniment
and
opens up a new farm and by Intelli- with Chamberlain's
Sold by all
to the Ladv Holding the Lucky number.
gence and close attention to business will soon disappear.
succeeds in converting that piece of dealers.
wild land Into a valuable property is
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
not only a successful man, but has
That Contain Mercury
shown himself to be a benefactor
the
will surely destroy
of his race and It will be many years as mercury
smell and completely deof
sense
In this country before the life work of
the whole system when entersuch a man will be given the recog- range
it through the mucous surfaces.
ing
nition It so Justly deserves.
Cattle Such articles should never be used
raising is profitable even during the except on prescriptions from reputpresent times of
land, high able physicians as the damage they
feed. Of will do is ten fold to the good you
priced help and
course the farmer must look after and can possibly derive from them. Hall's
manufactured by F.
properly care for his live stock in the Cartarrh Cure,
best possible manner. The raising of J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., constock works nicely with other farm tains no mercury, and Is taken inacting directly upon the
operations and a good profit can be ternally,
blood and mucous surfaces of the
made if the animals are fed in the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
proper way there Is so much good Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
feed that would be actually wasted on is taken internally and made in Tothe farm if live stock were not kept ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
I do not give my stock
d
Testimonials free.
any
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
feed and yet always aim to keep
them thrifty. I plan to feed economi- bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for concally. There Is some feed In wheat
straw and oat straw Is good and the stipation.
stock is converting it all into fertility
to be added to the land. Many logical reasons can be given why the
should keep live stock. The
first essential in
Is
an
Capital Paid in
Surplus
ample supply of moisture In the soil
and the keeping of live stock on the
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
farm will add to its water carrying
capacity, because the more live stock
kept on the farm the more manure
and organic matter will the farmer
have to incorporate Into the soil. It
is an assured fact that the more huJ. M. CUNNINQHAH, President
o.
HOSKINS, Cejhler.
mus the soil contains the more moisiR ANK SPRINGER.
ture will it hold. The more live stock
the farmer keeps, the greater the inducement to raise a larger acreage of
forage and cultivated crops of which
corn would probably be the main one.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
The farmer would rotate and my own
experience In farming twenty-seveyears in the semi-aricountry is that
it pays to put half the land into a cultivated trop every year. If fed to live
stock, yorn is the best paying crop,
speaking from a money standpoint and
sayingnothing about what it does toward keeping up the fertility of the
soil by the better cultivation given and
Capital Stock,
the greater amount of manure made.
This is farming and not mining the
Office with the Sen Miguel National Bank
farm as is done by the raising of
small grain and carting away the fertility Of the soil to th. elevator.
Wm. G. Haydon
President
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Crop Bound Poultry,
'To relieve a
bird fill a
crop-boun-

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Vice President

Treasurer

d

ountain syringe with warm water. In
sert the end of the hose without the
nozzle Into the bird's throat and fill
the crop with water. Then hold the
bird's head down and gently press out
the contents of the crop.
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MOISTURE

Plowing, Followed
Drag. Will Do It.

Con-serve-

(By J. II. WORST, North Dakota
College.)
Plow deep and follow the plow with
a drsot. The dra win consorva
tnore moisture than will get into the
Boll from melting snows. Besides water thua concerned ia where it in needed, instead of on the surface where it
ATt-cultur-

bill evaporate speedily.
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BLUNDER

How to Overcome Some of the Little Manchester Cabman Refused to Stand
for the III Nature of the
Difficulties That Beset the Busy
Famous Judge.
Housewife.

Mfhtlnftale Slnoa His Frenzied Love
for that Flower and Dfeo
Beneath Rosebush.
With

Fully Demonstrated That Considerable
d
Portion of Rainfall Can Be
and Carried Over Into
Next Year.
.

PERSIAN

VMM

V

Persian legendary lore tells some
fanciful stories about the rose which
have great poetic charm. For example,
the poet Attar wrote "The Book of the
Nightingale," telling how all the other
birds appeared In anger before the
throne of Solomon, asking him to de
stroy the nightingale, which would not
illow them to rest by night, but poured forth its lays when peaceful
should rein all over the earth.
fter prolonged argument the bird was
icquitted, for It explained with such
bathos that Its untimely melody could
lot be restrained because of Its trended love for the rose, a passion so
lopeless and undying that it could
Another
never be made voiceless.
Persian belief Is that nightingales always die beneath rose bushes, stupe-ieby the scent. Jamie, a Persian
iwet, wrote of how "the first rose appeared in Gullstan at the time the
lowers demanded a new sovereign
rom Allah, because the drowsy lotus
would slnmber at night At first the
maiden queen blossom was shown
white, and encircled with a protecting
?uard of thorns, but the poor night-gal- e
fell into such an ecstasy of love
jver her charms, and so recklessly
pressed his lovelorn heart against
those cruel thorns, that his blood, so
far as it could trickle Into the flower's
bosom, dyed It crimson."
Another fancy states that the Perfume of the rose was gained from a
sup of nectar thrown over it by the
little god Cupid, while Its thorns were
those stings of bees used by him
as arrows in his wrath at finding
ome roses scentless after all his

Have you ever had a delicious dinner ruined by warm salad? If you
have, you were doubtless enraged and
blamed the cook. She probably to d
you that the salad Just came from
the refrigerator, and if she is truthful she left you without argument
Refrigerating is about the only
method of keeping saalds cold that
most won en know. They think if the
ingredien a are put in a dish on the
ice everything has been done.
Here is bow one woman, noted for
her delicious salads, keeps them icy
cold. The fruit, meat or other ingredients are made ready early in the
morning of the day they are to be
used, then wrapped in an old napkin
or clean muslin and laid flat on the
ice; there they stay until the last possible minute for mixing.
When ready for use they are taken
out and mixed by layers with the
mayonnaise in a bowl that is chilled
by .standing in a larger bowl of ice.
The mayonnaise Is kept in the refrigerator until needed, and the lettuce is
washed as soon as bought, then dried
and wrapped In a cloth and put flat
on the Ice until used.

flie bluntaess and lmpetuoalty of
Lord Russell of Klllowen often caused
him to do and say things for which he
was afterwards genuinely sorry, and
sometimes led him to get, quit unexpectedly, a Roland for his Oliver. This
happened on one occasion in Manchester. He and a junior started for an appointment one afternoon when Russell
was in a very disagreeable mood.
Things had not been going well during the day. The cabman was a big,
fellow. On
powerful, athletic-lookinapproaching the cab, Russell, as was
bis wont, closely scanned the horse
and the man. "Why," said he, "a big,
powerful fellow like you ought not to
be driving a cab; you ought to be doing something else."
"What the deuce is it to you," said
the cabman, "what I do? Oet Into the
cab, and mind your own business."
Russell, Barry O'Brien tells us, in
his "Life" of the famous judge, read
little. He was too much a man of action to be a man of books, but
wherever he went he always carried
two books In his bag Locke "On the
Human Understanding" and the "Imitation of Christ." He liked novels of
excitement: "Monte Crist o" was a
special favorite. He read Oaboriau's
books, dipped into Tolstoi and
and once, when he was ill at
Leeds, he got his chief clerk, Mr.
of
Block, to read the "Adventures
Sherlock Holmes" to him. But Russell made a bad blunder through lack
of literary knowledge. On one occasion, when be was introduced to Mr.
Stanley Weyman, he wished to be
civil to that distinguished author, so
he said: "My young people, Mr. Weyman, speak constantly of your books,
and tell me I ought to read them. I
have read your 'Prisoner of Zenda'
with much pleasure."
"Oh! That's the other man," said
Stanley Weyman.
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ers cordially invited
Herman, W. M.; B. R. Murray, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World
LA8 VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on the second and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clai
ular conclave second Tees
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vie
day In each month St Msing neighbors are especially we)
sonic Temple t 7:S0 p. m. CD.
come and cordially invited.
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corder.
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man hall, visiting nrotners
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
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ARCH
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tion first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonic Temretary.
ple, St 7:30 p. m. M. B.
Williams. H. P.; P. O.
DENTISTS.
Blood, Secretary.
N. O.
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The question is sometimes raised,
Shall we practice dry farming when
Iherei is plenty of rain? Most assuredly. The time to conserve moisture
Is whan there la moisture. A farmer remarked to me the other day: "1
have got the moisture on my farm
down to a depth of more than three
test already." That farmer's idea is
exactly right. He la conserving moisture now for next year's crop while his
neighbors are allowing the moisture
that has recently fallen in abundance
to go its usual way, acording to the
laws of chance. Next spring his neighbors will plant their wheat and other
DR. E. t. HAMMOND
mall grain and depend upon the
clouds to furnish moisture as the grain
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talk LOST Boston terrier, wearing collar with name "Dan Kelly, owner,"
Now strain into this a can of tomatoes you'd think that every voting woman
His Luncheons.
and add three pints of water. Let it was like that lady, rich in hier own
on plate. Finder return to Optic
Charcoal for tittle Chicks.
Woodbury Pulslfer, at the Maine so- simmer two or three hours. Makes a right, to whom her husband said:
office and receive reward.
The greatest problem with chicks In
reunion in New York, praised complete meal. Is especially good in
"'My suspicions are at last conbrooders Is bowel trouble, but if you ciety's
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among al.
the
perseverance of Maine's real cold weather.
firmed. We part forever from this
sturdy
trou
the
will feed charcoal every day
sons.
1
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
moment.
a
look
before
will
You
while
good
ble will quickly disappear, provided
"Perseverance, pluck,
"But the guilty lady retorted you find a better medicine for coughs
For
little
remedied.
are
faults
Cold
Slaw.
other
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somesaid Mr. Pulslfer, "those are the qualiand colds than Chamberlain's Cough
l
Cut crisp heads of cabbage One haughtily:
chicks which need it at once. It should ties that bring Maine boys success.
" 'Not at all, sir. Not at all. It's Remedy. It not only gives relief
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
one
in
food
small
quan
he mixed in their
"It was a Maine boy in Paris he Is with a sharp knife. Sprinkle It spar my invariable rule to require a it cures. Try It when you have a
vineof
with
attioa until some effect Is seen and a successful
with
hear
then
dress
salt,
your
ingly
property unless it were advertised here.
sculptor today who was
month's notice from every husband.' " cough or cold, and you are certain
ben the quantity moderated to a reg sought out in his garret la the Rue gar that has been modified with water
to be pleased with the prompt cure
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
which it will effect. For sale by all
lar portion each day. Charcoal Is a Boissonade by a rich friend who wish- and slightly sweetened with granulat
cream
ed
add
dealers.
corrective and not a medicine. It
whipped
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
sugar.
Lastly,
(and
Encouraging.
to
a New Year's
ed to Invite htm
V
rases and promotes digestion luncheon.
to a stiff froth and toss lightly.
friendship seems to Mat"Bliggins'
used
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
of the food.
"My little son had a very severe
ter yoa."
"The rich friend, who hadn't yet deand
musical instruments.
sort,
was
to
recommended
I
try
"It doesn't flatter me," said trie cold.
eded on the hour for the luncheon,
Apple Custard Pie.
and
Chamberlain's
Remedy,
Cough
"but
it
statesman,
cynical
mils
encourage!
Six apples, grated;
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
three eggs
Feeding of Poultry.
small bottle was finished be
"
whether to set It for beaten separately; one cupful cream me. He is one of those people who .beforeas awell
Mrs.
H.
as
writes
The successful feeding of poultry 12 'I don't orkflow
ever,"
sorts of things, they hare come to be the finders of the
IV
possible
aftrouble themselves to be
L By the way, old chap, asd
o'clock
AeDends largely upon the ability of the
29
enough milk to thin about like never
Dowllng
Street, Sydney,
sivts,
who
to
are
those
fable
re
markets!
best
rule?'
as
a
except
lunch
do
when
you
of
the
Auktrs Jla. This remedy is for sale
pumpkin pie. Sweeten to taste, fla
feeder to notioe the condition
" "Thursdays,' said the Maine boy.
garded as liable to have some pull."
vor with lemon. Bake in open crust.
by Ml dealers.
dickens on feed.
d
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, rj J?

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial.
JSC
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

S

3

3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONEj MAIN

2.

EIQHT

--

A8 VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

Turkey Dinner tomorrow, Wednes

We Stand Back
Of every Article

that we handle, as we handle

Only Such Goods
Article that you have purchased
from us that don't come up to

your expectation.

The Cesh Grocer

N. B.
We are selling today 7 lbs. of Fancy
Colorado Potatoes for 25c

Is it a Sweet Tooth
You Have
US FILL

Miss Jeanette Ward tells of nln?
lives she saves from a watery grave
Temple of Fame. Duncan opera
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
DIES
I
April 12.
bouse,
the Opera Bar.
Miss Marie Olney as Pocahontas
Finch Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery tells in a simple way why the crown
to you. At the Lobby, of
should be placed on her head Temple of, Fame, Dunca nopera house,
Eleverio Archuleta of Rio Arriba April 12.
county has been committed to the
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane.
Misses Marjorie Shaw and Phebs
Hart have requested The Optic to AnZenobla, is Queen of Palmyra, beau nounce that they are not candidates
tifully portrayed by Mrs. Clifford Mc for May queen, as was announce,
Olanahan- - Temple of Fame, Duncan last night Miss Sadie O'Byrne hs
opera house, April 12.
made a similar request.

TEEFOR

IS

FATALLY INJURED
HOSPITAL AFNEAR
HURT
BEING
FRENCH YESTERDAY

IN LA JUNTA

TER

Owing to trouble on the Santa Fe
coast lines train No. 10, due in Las
Vegas at 1:45 o'clock this afternoon
mil nn,
nrrivo here until about 6
o'clock this evening. A stub was run
on the time of No. 10 between Albu
Miss Marie Clements as Joan D'Arc querque and La Junta.
sings the Marseilles hymn In French
Her plea is strong and stirring TemA little Mexican boy was arrested
ple of Fame. Duncan opera house, last night by Santa Fe Special Officer
April 12.
Norris for stealing coal from the Santa Fe yards. He was given a lecture
Isabella of Spain makes a strong by Judge D. R. Murray and released
and beautiful plea as to why she on promise of good behavior. The lad
should receive the laurel wreath to be was unable to write and Judge Murbestowed April 12. Temple of Fame, ray could not understand his name.
Duncan operahouse, April 12.
Misses Marguerite Cluxton, Gladys
Bessie Clark will give an after Lent Gibson and Lorna Johnson state that
dance at Rosenthal hall Wednesday
they will not be candidates for queen of
night. Music starts at 9 o'clock. Crites the May, as was announced last night
will play.
Admission free, 5 cents As
their names were published among
per dance. Tag and circle two-stethe candidates they ask that the fact
and waltzes will be played. Every
that they are not candidates be given
body come.
equal publicity.

Romero has recovered
Benigno
from a severe attack of pneumonia.
He was able to be out today, the first
time since his illness began three
weeks ago.

IKE DA VIS

LET

FIREMAN

In

That the Makers Stand back of us.

MullLl Dftllll

day, music, Cafe de Luxe.
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IT WITH

NEVINS CHOCOLATES

A. L. Greeley, special lecturer of
the Modern woodmen of America,
will be in Las Vegas tonight and will
lecture to the Las Vegas camp in the
Woodmen of the World hall on Sixth
street on the new rates. The attendmice of all members is requested.

Four marriage' licenses were issued
yesterday at the court house. The
couples made happy were as follows:
Manuellta Ramirez, 20, and Aurello
Jaramillo, 24, both of Las Manuelito
flimdaliine Archtbenue, 18, Cha- ;
perito, and Jose Baca, 8, Las Tusas
Pelegrina Gonzales, 17, and Bernardo
Sheriff Roman Gallegos has offered Montano, 18, Sapello: Rafaaela Suazo,
a reward of $25 for the arrest of John 17, and Damacio Martinez, 20, Ro
Ryan, the man who escaped
Sunday ciada.
night from the county jail. No trace
of Ryan or of Carroll, who escaped
A. L. Gurley, special leoturer of the
Saturday night from the city hold- - Modern Woodmen of America, who
evr, has been discovered.
arrived this afternoon from his headquarters in Clovis, will give a talk this
In response to a call issued by a
evening in the Woodmen of the World
number of prominent democrats sev- hall on Sixth street, discussing the.
eral members of that party and oth new rates offered by the Modern
ers gathered last nlebt in the city woodmen. Members of the local cami
haul to discuss the preferential pri- - are
requested to be at the hall at 8
mary method of electing United o'clock. The lecture will start at
States senators. Dr. J. D. Hess was 8:30 o'clock. All are cordially Invited
chosen chairman of the meeting. Af- to attend.
ter some discussion, in which Judge
E. V. Long and others participated, it
The funeral of Mrs. Maria Sandowas decided to frame a set of reso-- vaj ,je gaiazar, who died yesterday
lutions requesting the legislature to at her home, 212 Commerce street,
pass a bill providing for preferential will be held tomorrow morning at 8
primaries. The resolutions favor con- o'clock from the Church of the Imducting the primaries simultaneously maculate Conception. Mrs. Salazar
with the presidential election next No- was 85 years of age and had been a
vember. W. H. Andrews is advocating resident of Las Vegas for many years.
Just such, a plan, hoping to be chosen She is survived by two sons, Vidal
senator.
Salazar and Jose Salazar, and a
daughter, Pablita Sandoval de Salazar. Interment will be In St. Antho
ny's cemetery.

Santa Fe Fireman J. W. Telfor of
the Second district died last night at
6 o'clock at the railroad hospital ir,
La Junta as the result of a blow received on his head Monday morning
while leaning out of the cab window
of the second engine of train No. 8
at a point a short distance north of
French. Telfor was unconscious from
the time he was hit until his death,
with the exception of a few minutes
just before he breathed his last.
When partially conscious before the
last he was unable to tell how the
accident occurred and it will prob
ably remain a mystery.
It is believed that Telfor leaned
too far out of the cab winnow ana
was struck by the frame work of an
iron bridge north of French.
Telfor was firing for Engineer Dow
ny on engine No. 1206 and was di8
covered by his enginemate a short
time after the accident lying on the
floor of the cab, Telfor was rushed to
Raton on the same train, where emer
gency treatment was administered. He
was later removed to La Junta to the
company hospital.
Telfor had 'been in the service of
the Santa Fe, as fireman for four
years and was considered a careful
and efficient man. He was popular
with all of the englnemen and other
employes with whom he was acquainted and his death comes as a sad
blow. Telfor was single, and made
his home in Raton, traveling over the
second district. The first news of
Ihis death reached Las Vegas yesterreday afternoon through trainmen
turning from the Gate City.

OUR ENTIRE SPRING LINE

Is Now On Display.
M. GREENBERGER.
is on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because if
Works Both Day and Night.

THE

Q

-

The Best Yet

40c Per Pound!
Always Fresh

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT

The 1912
PRINCESS

GO-CAR-

HAVE ARRIVED

You Will Want no Other.

Contains More Salient Features
Than Any GosCart in The Market
WE WILL BE PLEASED

TO SHOW
YOU

J.

THE

BEST

GO-CA-

C. JOHNSEN

MADE

&JS0N.

I

at twb:

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

,

Good Family
Washing

!

ALL THIS WEEK.

Last night was the occasion of the
annual meeting of the members of St.
Pul'a Memorial Episcopal church, at
which time reports of the officers of
the church, were read, election of
vestrymen and other officials for the
coming year was held and other necessary 'business transacted. The following are the church officers: Senior
warden, W. J. Mills; junior warden,
Dr. E. B. Shaw; vestrymen, B. H.
Newlee, R. L. M. Ross, E. W. Hart,
Erie Hoke, George H. Kinkel, C. W.
3. Ward, and J. F. Anton.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

Fresh Fish
Salt Fish
Smoked Fish
Canned Fish

The board in charge of f the Plaza
park is preparing that pretty place
for the summer season. Several trees
are being cut down and others arfl
being trimmed. This will permit those
trees that are left standing to grow
and develop healthily. The young elm
trees set out several years ago are
beginning to attain some size. As
they increase in size the old cotton-wood- s
will be cut down. The grass
in the parks is growing green and
the flower beds soon will be put
in shape for the summer season.

is only possible by the process used by an
modern steam laundry.
Our methods are exact,
scientific, hygienic. There
is absolutely no possibility
of your clothing being other
than sanitary when returned from our plant.
And this is well worth
The safety
considering.
from having your clothes
handled by careless unclean
hands amid unsanitary surroundings is worth more
than the slight extra cost
over washerwoman service,
'Phone call briagt ear wtgoa.

81

617

considers a
Every man on earth
promise sacred if made to pirn by
another.

Douglas

Put up an Electric

1

BRAVE SKIPPER
FIGHTING
CAPTAIN

STILL

Proposition.

BOND MAKING DESPER-

Montauk Point, L, I., April 9.- - The
fire which broke out yesterday morning among the cotton bales in the
hold of the Merchants' and Miners'
line steamship Ontario, still was blazing today. Daylight found Captain
Bond and his crew of 40, none of
whom had slept for 30 horns, still
pumping water into the hold. Three
revenue cutters, three wrecking tugs
and crews of two life saving stations
were nearby to lend aid and If nee
eessary to take off the crew.
Because of the Ontario's position
on the rocks the vessels could do but
little, but their crews took turns in
going aboard the burning ship and
helping to fight the flames. Much of
the Ontario's cargo was jettisoned
during the inght into a wrecking barge
alongside and most of the whisky,
turpentine and rosin in the ship's after hold was removed. Captain Bond
is of the opinion that once the fire
Is extinguished
the vessel can be
saved.
SUFFRAGE

IS KILLED.

Phoenix, Ariz., April 9 The substitute house bill providing for the
equal suffrage amendment virtually
was killed today by a "joker" motion
carried in the senate by a vote of 15
to 4.

Try a Glass
of

IF

You Buy your Seed
507 Siith Strtti

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

r

Hal'ett; Reynolds Cashier
H.'Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000 Surplus,

and Undividbd, Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

KERNDELL

wholesale: and retail
Dm W. C ON D ON
-

JAM

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

(PURElffltJlT

AND

SUGAR)

Distributing
Agents

BAIN
WEBER

WAGONS

MOTHER
Used to Make.

McCORMICK
Full Line of

ot

BOUCHERS
Fbcor Vert,

J

C

30c Per Jar

PERRY ONION & SON

Mr.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Just Like

April Showers
Bring May Flowers

Sign

Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

HOT FIRE

ATE EFFORT TO SAVE
STEAMSHIP ONTARIO.

BigSFighl
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TH&PLAZA

VEHICLE

HARNESS

X
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SADDLES
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